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FOREWORD

Entering the 70's, the State of Alaska has reached a decisive point
in its history. During the later half of the 1960's, great changes
characterized A1asl(a's economic and industrial potential. A major oil
discovery was made at Prudhoe Bay on the North Slope. Final settlement
of the Alaska Native land claims was imminent, lifting a land freeze and
opening up vast areas of the state for new development. The pulp and
paper industry in the Southeast announced plans to increase production by

one-third. Other economic sectors saw statewide increases as well.

All areas of the state's economy are expected to be more active by

the latter half of the 70's decade. Predictions by economists indicate
that the immediate future will see many of the state's industries operating

at increased capacities. Since all of these industries are either water
using or water-dependent, the implication to water resource development
is evident.

Against this backdrop of change and transition, the Institute of
Water Resources of the University of Alaska in October of 1972 sponsored
a seminar: "Alaska Water Resources Research Needs for the 70's." This
event brought together from all parts of the state: pub1i c and pri vate
users, state and federal regulatory bodies, consulting engineers, research

organizations and private, interested citizens. The objectives of the
seminar were to identify the water resources problems peculiar to Alaska
of the 70's, to delineate the "state of the art," and to establish
directions for future research.
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Central to these proceedings was the simultaneous meeti ng of the

Institute of Water Resources Advi sory Board. The institute has util ized

an advisory board since its inception in 1965. With the needs of the 70's

in mind, that board was signi ficantly restructured at the beginning of

Fiscal Year 1972 and the seminar was designed as the first order of business

for the newly appointed board.

Representatives from each of the predominant water-using industries

fishing, mining, forest products, and engineering -- together with

leaders in water management and research were incl uded in the composition

of the new board. Anchorage was chosen for this first meeting, primarily

because it is a transportation center and the location of many of the

industries and governmental agencies represented in the water resource

field. In the future, meetings of the advisory board will be held in

di fferent cities throughout the state to gi ve members an opportunity to

see local water resource problems.

Sixteen leaders in water resource management and research were invited

to address specific problems faced by Alaska in the 70's. Following intro

ductory remarks by IWR director, Or. Robert F. Carlson, a keynote speech

was gi ven by Dr. R. Sage Murphy, former di rector. IWR staff members,

Drs. Timothy Tilsworth, Gary Guymon, Daniel Smith, and Carlson, acted as

moderators for four panel discussions on water quality, water resources

control, resources development, and resources administration.

Dr. Gerald Orlob, consultant to the institute, made the concluding

remarks at the end of panel presentations and the informal discussions

which followed. In the evening, seminar participants attended a banquet

with guest speaker Mr. Robert Ward of the Alaska Power Administration.

The advisory board met on the following day and the proceedings of

that meeting are included as a part of this report, together with a summary

and comments on the di rections proposed for the Insti tute of Water Resources,

as influenced by the seminar and the advisory board recommendations.
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We hope that bringing together within a single volume the thinking
of a diverse group of water users and water resource oriented individuals
will assist in identifying the research needs of Alaska as it emerges
a potentially resource-wealthy state in the decade of the 70's.

Jacqueline Butler
Robert F. Carlson
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

R. Sage Murphy*

The purpose of a keynote address is to outline the issues to be

considered in the subsequent talks. As I envision this to be an "ac

tive" seminar rather than a "passive" one, the issues will not become

apparent unti 1 the 1ast talk has been concl uded. It wo ul d, therefore,

be presumptuous of me to attempt to outline the points that will be made

by the very fine roster of speakers who will follow. The title of the

seminar, "Alaska Water Resources Research Needs for the 70's," is self

explanatory. The purpose was described in the pre-seminar literature as

a means to identify the water resource problems peculiar to Alaska, to

del ineate the present state of the art for solutions to these problems,

and to establ ish directions for future research. These are laudable ob

jectives and I feel their successful completion will do much for water

resources research in the state.

A further important reason for thi s meeti ng shoul d be stressed. It

marks the initial meeting of the newly reconstituted Advisory Board of

the University of Alaska's Institute of Water Resources. This board

will be advising the institute's administration as to direction and re

search goals. In addition, the board should be an informal mechanism

for interfacing with regulatory agencies, user groups, design offices,

;'01'. R. Sage ~lurphy is a former director of the Institute of Water
Resources at the Uni versity of Al aska where he also served as Professor
of Environmental Health Engineering. Dr. Murphy is now an associate
wHh Dames and Moore, consultants in the environmental and applied
earth sciences, Fairbanks, Alaska.
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other research organizations, as well as concerned citizens interested

in this field. The Advisory Board is made up of individuals from all of

these groups and, therefore, should serve to give good advice to the

institute, particularly when the talks that are being presented at thi s

meeting are fully analyzed.

Although I feel it inappropriate to discuss the research needs in

particular, it is imperative that the term "research" is defined and a

greed upon. My remarks will be addressed to a discussion of this term

and its particular implication to Alaska's water resources.

Research has a very di fferent meani ng to different peopl e. A

definition of research which may be appropriate is "research is the

study of general phenomena, the results of which lead to the prediction

of causes and effects." The key words are "general" and "prediction."

Should the work be performed without these constraints, it must be de

fined as routine data collection or studies. Describing occurrences,

such as obtaining flows on a particular river, measuring the biological

and chemical constituents of a stream, routine determination of a treat

ment plant's efficiency, or the accumulation of precipitation data is

not research by my definition, although many organizations performing

such work cl aim it to be.

A mathematical description of a process, a determination of a fun

damental natural law, the synthesis of new materials, processes, or

machinery all are end products of applied and basic research. Therefore,

when one considers what is being done in Alaska, few organizations in

volved strictly with water resources can be described as research orient

ed since most simply collect data on or about discrete geographical

points. The accumulation of this data is very important, usually being

done to serve some immediate need. It is certainly true that much of

the accumulated data obtained from such work are often used by research

ers in allied projects.
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When one further limits the topic of discussion from research in

general to that of water resources research in particular, a complex dis

cussion could arise when such a wide spectrum of disciplines is involved.
No single organization, here or elsewhere, can hope to become expert in

all areas of this field. The research can range from the molecular

physics level to the broad soft sciences area; therefore, it seems im

portant that any organization considered to be in the research area

should define for itself a specific direction or directions in which it

will devote its energy and finances, and that these directions be based

on the need at that time. A tendency in any research group is to com

pete for the easiest funds available. This approach may indeed keep it

financially solvent, but whether it can remain intellectually solvent is

doubtful. The great increase in the environmental projects seemingly

performed by everyone over the last five years is a well known case in

point. Such a shotgun approach to research activities cannot possibly

be a healthy one.

It is equally important that those organizations which are estab

lished to be research-oriented devote their time to research and not

studies, and conversely,.those organizations which are action-oriented

or have been formed for the purpose of accumulating data, not attempt to

usurp the research functions which they are not equipped to perform be

cause of a lack of instrumentation, trained manpower, or experience.

The fact that Alaska is a relatively new "growth" area and that it is

somewhat atypical of the rest of the country has created what I call the

"everything about Alaska is different" syndrome. This merely states,

mainly to the Washington, D.C. funding agencies, and to the tourists,

that anything appl icable to the more temperate areas is not appl icable

hE'I'2. Such ree,soning has served to slow down progress, although it has

admittedly kept many groups fiscally sound. I contend that more Alaska

phenomena are similar to those in temperate areas than are dissimilar.

None of our research organi zations, whether they be federal, state, pri

vate, or university, will ever be able to compete with the large, highly
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developed organizations in the populated centers of the country. We

should not attempt to reinvent the wheel here, but our resear'ch should

be concentrated on things which are indeed peculiar to Alaska and which

can be researched here better than anywhere el se. We shoul d use, when

ever possible, the results of the many magnitudes greater research ef

fort that has been done in many other parts of the world. I personally

feel that the research needs for Alaska are not as complex as many of us

would like to make them appear. Perhaps a moritorium on research should

be invoked in order to give all of us an opportunity to study and assi

mil ate the information available throughout the field. This could help

us distinguish between mediocre research and good engineering.

Catalyzed by the Prudhoe Bay developments, Alaska is, for the first

time, in a position where it has an adequate technical manpower pool

available to perform its own work. Within this pool are individuals and

formal organizations capable of planning, designing, building, and eval

uating all facets of the water resource structure. They are scattered

throughout various agencies, industries, and companies, each with a

mission or objective, consisting of users, regulators, and researchers.

Few, if any, of these groups are all three, albeit that some think that

they can do everything. Each is capable of performing some task better

than anyone else. Rather than competing with one another for the same

funds, I urge those here today to recogni ze the di fference between re

search and study work, and between research and action agencies' work.

Bringing up specific cases on the points I have alluded to will

serve no useful purpose. The water resources establi shment in general,

"nd the research arm in particular, has matured a great deal in the last

six or eight years. Petty competition is being replaced by constructive

cooperation at all levels. Today's meeting is testimony to this. I
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urge those here today, pa rti cul arly the ins titute I s advi so ry boa rd, to

keep in mind during the coming discussions the following points:

1. The di fference between research and studies.

2. Those organizations most capable of undertaking any research.

3. The unsolved problems needing study whose solutions would be
of the maximum benefit to the State of Alaska.

In conclusion, let us be certain that the problems need to be re

searched and, if they do, let us be honest about who should do the work.

Then, when the work is performed, it is imperative that the users remain

in close contact with the researchers so the results can be implemented

as soon as possible.
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PANEL No.1
WATER QUALITY

Moderated by

TIMOTHY TILSWORTH

Program Head and Assistant Professor

Environmental Health Engineering

Institute of Water Resources



WATER QUALITY PROBLEMS IN RURAL ALASKA

William L. Ryan*

INTRODUCTION:

I don't know whether you would consider it a quality problem or

not, but our main water-related problem in Alaska is trying to keep

it in a liquid state. I will stress the chemical side of water quality,

because this is the side most encountered in rural Alaska.

To provi de adequate and safe sources of water for the Nati ve vi 11 a

ges, treatment is a must in order to provide water meeting the Public Health

Service drinking water standards. Treatment varies from chlorination

and fluoridation to reverse osmosis desalinization units. All sources

are chlorinated as the last treatment step to provide a chlorine residual

to protect the water from future contamination in the distribution system.

Natural fluorides are absent in nearly all water sources in Arctic Alaska.

Thus, fluoride is added to prevent tooth decay at the recommendation of

the Indian Health Service dental program. Fluoride saturators are generally

used for fluoride addition as they virtually eliminate the possiblity

of an overdose.

IRON REMOVAL:

The most common treatment problem encountered (but also the most

easily solved) is the removal of iron. Concentrations vary to about

--_.._-------
*[11'. Viilliam L. Ryan is the Chief of Sanitation Facilities for the Indian
Health Service which designs and constructs sanitation facilities for
Native Alaskan communities throughout the state.
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50 ppm with an average of about 5 ppm. Indian Health Service has used

several different iron removal processes such as lime-alum addition

with flocculation and settling and aeration and filtration. However,

for most instances, filtration through ion-exchange resins with potassium

permanganate continuously fed to recharge the resin has proven to be

the most trouble-free and economical treatment. The largest problem in

iron removal is trying to accomplish it economically on an individual

house basis in villages where the houses are widely scattered and individual

wells are provided. Several small package units have been tried, but

all have presented operational and mai ntenance problems and thus are

not suited for an isolated Native village.

CHLORIDE REMOVAL:

The most critical treatment problem encountered is the treatment of

brackish water on the small scale needed to provide potable water for a

Native village. At the present time, reverse osmosis (RO) units seem to

be the most practical treatment method but membranes have not been per

fected to treat sea water as yet. Several 1,000 gal/day RO units have

been tried with varying degrees of success. The Bureau of Indian Affairs

has installed three Permutit RO units at schools in the Bethel area.

These units are presently being evaluated by IHS for use in the Native

vi 11 ages. Vapor compression di stri buti on units have been used to treat

sea \vater at IHS hospitals at Kotzebue and Barrow. These units have

been a continuous and expensive operation and maintenance problem, even

at these installations where highly paid and trained maintenance people

are available. They would impose far too great a financial and techni

cal burden on a Native village.

IHS is investigating methods of desalinization utilizing the Arctic's

most abundant and economic resource: cold. The studies are being conducted

by the Arctic Heillth Research Center and will consider using large rubber

"pillow" tanks or open rubber lined tanks for desalinization. The
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tanl< would be pumped full of brackish water in the fall and allowed
to freeze through the winter. Then, in early spring, the concentrated
brine in the center and bottom of the tank would be pumped to waste.
During the summer, the ice would melt and could probably be used for
domestic purposes. If the melted water is still too salty, it may be
necessary to go through another identical cycle.

COLOR AND TASTE REMOVAL:

Another water treatment problem often encountered is the removal of
color and tastes. This problem is nearly always encountered when a sur
face source is developed in a tundra area. The water absorbs tannins
and lignins as it drains through the moss and lichens. There are treat
ment methods under investigation at this time such as oxidation using
ozone and flocculation, settling and filtration after feeding polyelec
trolytes to assist floc formation. A polyelectrolyte feed-filtration
unit is presently being installed to treat the surface source for the
City of Kotzebue.

NITRATE REMOVAL:

Nitrate removal has been a problem in some isolated cases and no
practical solution has been found short of distillation.

CONCLUSIONS:

The chemical water treatment problems I have mentioned probably fall
more into the class of "applied research" or "studies" instead of true
research. I feel applied research is what is needed to solve most of
the problems in rural Alaska.
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Further applied research should be carried out in the following
cases:

1. Individual house iron removal

2. Nitrate removal
3. Desalinization of brackish water
4. Sewage di sposa1

In finding sol utions to these treatment problems. one must keep in
mind that the main considerations are keeping the units simple and
maintenance-free and making the operational costs as low as possible.

I have not mentioned sewage treatment and disposal problems but
they certainly do exist. The main problem is finding a satisfactory
treatment process which is simple and relatively maintenance-free in a
location where a sewage lagoon cannot be used.
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WATER QUALITY PRESENTATION

Richard W. Latimer*

I appreciate very much the opportunity to participate in this

Research Needs Seminar. The Water Quality Panel has been charged

with the responsibility to identify the problems associated with

water quality, define the state-of-the-art, and finally, list the

research needs that we see in this area.

The scope of my remarks is not intended as a comprehensive review

of these items, for other members of the panel wi 11 speak more specifi ~

ca 11 y and in greate r detai 1 on ce rtai n aspects of the total water qua1~

ity needs inA1aska.

There are three considerations that I feel should be mentioned

briefly before we look at general areas of research. The fi rst

consideration is the climate of Alaska. Most of Alaska is classified as

arctic or subarctic. The aquatic systems reflect this climatic condi

tion. Thus, the physical, chemical, and biological characteristics of

aquatic systems in the Arctic and Subarctic are significantly different

frOm those of the more temperate climates. We find, for example, the

water temperature in the Arctic and Subarctic of Alaska is at DoC for six

to nine months out of the year. We also find significant differences

between arctic rivers and lakes and those waters of the interior of

*Richard Latimer is Director of the Arctic Environmental Research Labora
tory at Fairbanks, Alaska, under the direction of the U. S. Environmental
Protecti on Agency.
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Alaska. There are also significant differences between the interior

Alaskan lakes and rivers and those of southeastern and southcentral

Alaska. What we have to deal with then, is a huge region with varying

climatic conditions. The important consideration is the temperature

effect.

The second consideration is the social and economic factor which is,

in fact, related to the geography of the area. Alaska has a very sparse

population; difficult problems of transportation and communications

exist; rural and Native populations require special attention; the lack

of a broad economic base and the high cost of doing business and pro

viding services all add an extra measure of challenge to our work. If

we can define research as finding a better way to do something with less

expenditures of resources, then the social and economic factors have to

be considered in Alaska.

The last consideration we need to examine is one of institutional

constraints. We have federal, state, and local organizations with re

sponsibilities dealing with water resources. I think one of the most im

portant of these institutional constraints is the new water bill which

Congress just passed. It is officially known as the Water Pollution Con

trol Act Amendments of 1972. This is, without question, the most far

reaching and comprehensive piece of water legislation to be enacted and

we will feel and see the effects of this legislation for many years to

come.

I would like to read some of the goals and policy statements con

tained in the very first part of the act. "The objective of this act is

to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity

of the nation's waters. In order to achieve this objective, it is here

by declared that consistent with the provisions of this act:

1. It is a national goal that the discharge of pollutants into
the navigable waters be eliminated by 1985.
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2. It is the national policy that discharge of toxic pollutants
in toxic amounts be prohibited.

3. It is the national policy that a major research and demonstra
tion effort be made to develop technology necessary to elimi
nate the discharge of pollutants in the navigable waters,
waters of the conti guous zone, and the oceans."

These are far-reaching declarations of policies and goals set forth

by the Congress. This legislation also calls for the "best practicable"

treatment systems to be installed by 1977, and the "best avail able"

treatment systems installed and in operation by 1983. It is also interest

ing to note that Section 305 of the new legislation calls for a national

water quality inventory and directs the administrator, in cooperation

with the states, and with the assistance of the appropriate federal

agencies to conduct this survey and prepare a report to be submitted to

the Congress on or before January 1, 1974.

With the three considerations just mentioned as a framework for

discussion, let me outline six areas of research. I'll describe very

briefly the problems associated with each of these areas of research,

what we know as the state-of-the-art, and what research is needed.

The first area I have called "Baseline Information." To many re

searchers, this is not research at all, but a researcher is ill-advised

tC' proceed without this kind of information. We find, here in Alaska,

that the water quality information is very scarce. We know something

about subarctic streams but less about those in the Arctic. We know a

little about the shallow lakes or ponds in the Arctic and Subarctic, but

relatively nothing about the deep lakes in Alaska. I'm not suggesting

that our research resources here in Alaska be used to collect baseline

information from one end of the state to the other. I am suggesting,

however, that certain minimal amounts of information have to be avail

able in order to conduct much of the priority research that will be

identified during the seminar.
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Recognizing the varied climatic conditions and the huge size of this
region, I think one of our most pressing research needs is to develop
more efficient and effective sampling and monitoring techniques. The
Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) Program should help evaluate
some of the remote sensing possibilities, but much more needs to
be done in this area. We have found that winter is the time in which
our aquatic systems are stressed; thus, we must know how to sample
and monitor effectively and efficiently during the winter time.

We also need to establish research watersheds for the collection of
baseline information. This has been done to some degree as part of the
International Biological Program (IBP) in the Arctic Slope area. We have
also made progress in establishing a research watershed in the Interior
of Alaska as part of the Interagency Technical Committee's effort on the
Caribou-Poker Creek watershed near Fairbanks. The work needs to be
intensified so that we can look at a natural watershed and begin to under
stand the physical, chemical, and biological systems.

The second area of research follows logically from the first. I
have labeled it "Basic Ecology of Aquatic Systems." Without an
understanding of the aquatic ecosystems here in Alaska, much of our
research may be misleading or of little real value. We have a good
oppo rtun i ty inA1aska to use the ecosystems approach because the
systems here are less complex than they are in more temperate areas.
We find the best efforts in this area, to date, have been the IBP
Tundra Biome Program. However, the IBP has been emphasizing
the terrestrial ecosystems and not the aquatic ecosystems. We have
bits and pieces and parts of systems that have been looked at, but
not the total. What I'm asking for here is truly basic research
and I think we have all been guilty, as part of the research community
in Alaska, of neglecting this kind of basic research for the short
term, agency, mission-oriented kind of research. I am not saying
that short-term, applied research is not needed, but we should not
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neglect the basic research that will give us a more rational basis

for making better choices in our applied research in the future.

The third area of research I have called "Fate and Effects of Pollu

tants." This kind of research is certainly necessary to help us define

the best practical and best available treatment that is called for under

the Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972. It is also necessary

that we understand the fate and effects of certain pollutants if we are

to assess the cleanup and control strategies when there are spills or

ongoing discharges. Some toxicity studies have been conducted. How

ever, it has been spotty and not necessarily related to the priority

needs that we face here in the state. In my judgment, the first prior

ity should be oil and oil products. Heavy metals should be high on our

priority list, as well as certain organic compounds such as pesticides.

With the advent of modem waste treatment systems in our municipal and

industrial areas, chlorine becomes an increasingly important element in

our receiving waters.

The fourth area of research is "Water Qual i ty Standards." We do

have state and federal standards covering our interstate waters here in

Al aska, but the present standards were adopted pri mari ly from other

states and, therefore, do not always reflect the cold climate phenomena

which exists in much of the state. For example, such parameters as dis

solved oxygen occur naturally at lower levels than have been allowed in

the standards. We don't know what effect this naturally-occuring low

dissolved oxygen has on the organisms and fish in our aquatic systems.

Thi s information is necessary before we can rationally change the stan

dards to fit the conditions here in Alaska. All of the criteria in the

existing standards should receive this kind of scrutiny.

The fifth area of research is "Waste Treatment." There are a vari

ety of ways of treating wastes in cold climates. We have used aerated

lagoons for a number of years here and with increasing success. l,e now
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have aerated lagoons that provide somewhere between 75 and 85 percent

BOD removal, and we have reduced the detention time from 30 days to be

tween 15 and 20 days. We have also improved on the aeration systems

themselves, which reduces operational and maintenance costs. Our re

search needs relating to this process would be to upgrade the percent

removal to meet the standards in the new legislation. At the present

time, we have no nutrient removal capabilities. Perhaps through the

addition of chemicals, we can remove the nutrients from these effluents

as well as the algae.

We have found that the extended aeration process also works well

in Alaska. We now have design criteria for loading and overflow

rates at low temperatures, and some feeling for the sludge production.

Our needs in this area would again be to upgrade these sytems so that

we can have the capability of removing the nutrients and a better idea

on how to handle the sludge.

Disinfection will playa larger role in our treatment processes in

Alaska in the future. We have found that chlorine becomes less effective

as a disinfectant as the water temperature decreases and that chlorination,

as currently practiced, provides inadequate removal of enteric micro

organisms at low water temperatures. Our needs in this area will be to

look at other types of disinfection such as lime, ozone, radioactivity,

etc. We should also be looking at the effects of disinfection on

the receiving waters, more effective contact chamber design, and

how to get rid of the viruses that are in the effluents.

I would like to mention two or three other concepts in waste treat

ment that we need to give some attention. One is the sludge-handling

problem. l~hatever I,e do in the way of waste treatment, we always have

some residue left over. The question of what to do with this residue is

of utmost importance.
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Advanced waste treatment and water reuse here in Alaska has great
possibilities because of the scarcity of good quality water and cost of
providing potable water. Some demonstrations of this concept are under
way. Through the Alaska Village Demonstration Project, sponsored by the

Environmental Protection Agency, we see one approach to advance waste

treatment and water reuse. The petroleum industry has also used this
concept to some degree in some of their facilities on the North Slope.

Finally, we need to carefully look at integrated utility systems
in Alaska. By that I mean we should consider water supply, waste

treatment, power generation, solid waste handling, or air pollution
control as a total system in a given community or village or camp. We
should look at all of these services and their interrelationship with
one another, and design and plan a coordinated, integrated system where

we can optimize the cost of providing these facilities and services.

The last area of research falls in the category of "Modeling and

Prediction Capabilities." It is virtually impossible, without unlimited

amounts of money and resources, to attack all of the individual problems
that we have with our water resources. Our only hope is to gai n suffi
cient understanding about some typical systems or processes and through

modeling techniques be able to predict the result of man's actions,
whether it be in resource development or resource utilization. We have

made considerable progress in the last few years as far as modeling ca

pabilities are concerned in the physical aspects of water resource work.
We are not nearly as advanced in our capabilities with regard to biolo
gical modeling. We are fortunate in having with us today, and sitting
on the advisory board, Dr. Jerry Orlob, who has considerable expertise
in the field of modeling. I am certain that he will have some comment
cocerning this area of research during the session today and the meetings
tomocrow.

In summary, I would like to say that regardless of hOl'/ you

define the areas of needed research, this research needs to be considered
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in light of the constraints of our climate, our social and economic

conditions, and the instutional forces that affect our activities in

Alaska. I believe it is obvious to all here that there is much more re

search that needs to be done than we have the capability and resources

to accompl ish. Therefore, it becomes vitally important that we who are

involved in the business of doing research in the water resource area,

coordinate our activities very carefully in order to minimize the pos

sibility of overlap and conflict. To this end, I believe that the Insti

tute of Water Resources can pl ay a very important role.
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WATER QUALITY PRESENTATION

Torki1d Carstens*

RESEARCH NEEDS

The "Environmental Atlas of Alaska" by P. R. Johnson and C. W.
Hartman contains several maps and statistics that can serve as a base
for a discussion of what Alaska's needs are in water resources research.
First some numbers:

Land area
Glaciers
Shore1i ne

Water Crop

586,000 mi 2 = 1/5 of U.S.A.
51,000 mi z = 2/3 of North American total
12,000 mi = 1/2 of U.S.A.

800 MAF = 1/3 of U.S.A.

THE POLAR DESER'I.':

uted, with a soaking 200

On the average, each Alaskan has 200 times as much water and 350

times as much coastline to enjoy as the average U.S. citizen. The sad

fact, however, is that the Alaskan enjoys very little of the state's
abundant water resources. Part of the explanation is provided by maps

of freezing index (plate 45), of permafrost (plate 10), of precipitation
(plate 27), and of sea ice (plates 18 and 19).**

The precipitation is rather unevenly distrib

inches in the mountainous slopes facing the Gulf

*Dr. Torki1d Carstens is Deputy Director of the Norwegian River and
Harbour Laboratory of the Technical University of Norway, and Associate
Professor at the Technical University of Norway.

**See Appendix A.
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of Alaska at one extreme and a mere 4 inches on the North Slope facing

the Beaufort Sea at the other extreme. Large areas of the state have

an arid climate (the polar desert).

F~OZEN STOR4GE: Whatever precipitation there is in the winter

half of the year comes as snow and is stored unti 1 the spring and summer

snowmelt or, in the glaciers, future melting seasons.

SNOWMELT FLOODS: Even in Southeast Alaska where there is no

permafrost and little in the way of ice cover, snow and ice still dominate

the hydrology. The annual flood is more often than not a snow-melt flood.

Moreover, the characteristic quality parameter of these glacial rivers

is their concentration of solids. Flying or ferrying along the Southeastern

or Southcentral Alaska coast, one readily observes the high turbidity

of rivers large and small.

SEDIMEN7' SOURCES: The sources of the fantasti c sedi ment load

in glacial rivers is a neglected area.

single factor, the sediments govern the

nearshore areas. Glaciologists who are

an overlapping area of interest with IWR

Probab ly more than any other

biology of Alaskan rivers and

concerned with abrasion have

in the sediment yield of glaciers.

P~nCHED SUMfru,R FLOW: During the summer season, the water in most

of Alaska is perched on top of the permafrost. The unfrozen layer is

at most only a few meters, so in flat country waterlogging is common.

CONFINED fVIN7'ER FLOW: In the winter half of the year, the liquid

water is confined between the frozen ground and a solid ice cover. Except

in lakes, the liquid layer is very thin, of the order of 1 meter. Frequently,

the flow channel s are clogged altogether with subsequent flooding and

the formation of aufeis.
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RESEARCH STRATEGIES

How does the present profile of IvJR match the needs outl ined above?

IWR has its technological strength in water purification and waste water

treatment, both of which will continue to be high priority areas.

Scientifically, IWR stresses hydrology, which is also very appropriate.

What seems desirable is a gradual broadening of IWR's present

activities rather than any drastic reorientation. The same set of

natural conditions and technological development problems that created

IWR in the first place will prevail in the foreseeable future. Also,

the restraints on the operation of a research institute of the IWR

type are 1i ke1y to rema in.

RE/StRAINTS

Population distribution: It is necessary to modify the picture one

gets from looking only at physiographic maps of Alaska. Some of the raw

needs, weighed with the political factor of population distribution,

dwindle and become less important. The research capability of IWR must

necessarily be geared to the research needs as they are felt by the majority

of the people of Alaska.

FcderaZ poZicics: Another influence is the official research policies

of various federal agencies that are sources of research money. Federal

policies are likely to reflect conditions outside rather than inside Alaska.

Urdvcl'SUy policies: Finally, the situation at the University of

Alaska with its family of research institutes generates some diplomatic

problems in overlapping areas. Overlapping is valuable as a guarantee

against defi ci encies, however, and shoul d be encouraged. Better cooperati on

between institutes is more important than mergers.
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EXTf,'Nl!1NG 1'J1E RESEARCH SEASON:

Winter survival: Neither IWR nor any other institute at present

covers the winter season well, although the minimum flow and the ice lid

are likely to stress the biota of rivers and lakes to an extreme.

Winter d'Zspel'sion: The flow of water under confined winter conditions,

in particular its diffusion characteristics, should be better known to

predict outfall dispersion.

fY-interizing: Winter operations require winterized equipment. Very

few instruments work properly in cold weather unattended.

EXl'MIJING :rHE RESEARCH AREA:

Coastal waters: At the ocean end, it is safe to predict an increased

demand for waste water outfall siting and their impact statements. The

gap between the oceanographer's area of i nteres t offshore and the hydrol ogi st 's

area of interest, the drainage basin, must be closed somehow. Here, as

in many of the areas of needed research mentioned above, teamwork is in

order.

Glaciers: With the predominating role of glaciers in the hydrologic

cycle in the state, it is important to understand them better.

THE ICE IS NOT SO BAD!

Stable ,ice conditions: One is easily led to believe that the colder

the climate, the more trouble due to ice in the rivers and lakes. This

is by no means the case. In fact, the most severe ice problems occur where

there is a maximum of shifts from freezing to thawing. Ice covers then

come and go, and the ice production is much larger than in a stable cold

climate. With the polar front safely to the south, most of Alaska enjoys

a continuous winter and has only one breakup each year.
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Winter strategy:

struggle for survival,

Finally, for those who are concerned with the \~inter

I offer these two 01 d rules of the North:

1. Don't fight the ice; avoid it.

2. If you can't avoid the ice, take advantage of it!
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COLD-WATER QUALITY

Amos J. Alter*

Quality is an elusive term. What does it mean? To narrow the ques

tion, what does water quality mean? To be more specific, what is the

meaning of cold-water quality? Research needs to be composed largely

of studies to develop the basis for common understanding on the meaning

of cold-water qual ity. Each of us would pl ace di fferent priorities on

the significance of the various attributes which must be included in de

finition. Information is not adequate to assign the basically true or

essential nature of cold-water with definity.

By nature of the regulatory process in society, we have selected a

few of the many possible attributes available for use in establishing

water quality. Have we selected the correct parameters for gUidelines?

The parameters we have selected have been considered adequate for most

situations. But are they adequate \,hen applied to cold-water and our

expectations for the 70' s? Can we achi eve meani ngful envi ronmental man

agement goals by application of present tools?

The United States Congress has just adopted far-reaching objecti ves de

signed to achieve and maintain water quality. How will these objectives

be '-eached in Alaska in managing the almost forty per cent of the nation's

fresh water resources that may be classed as cold water? There is a

ferment characteristic of the times which would bring about environmental

excellence - now. The 70's enhance regional and national economy and at

the same time, improve, promote, and conserve water quality.

*Amos J. Alter is an env"ironmental research engineer with the Alaska
Departm"nt of Envi ronmental Conservation.
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Environmental conservation connot2s protection and use through wise

management. Fully effecti ve managemen tis dependent upon deci si on-maki ng,

but the facts essential to good decisian-making must be available. Pub

lic action to implement decision-makinq will come if a need is recognized

sufficiently to justify action. We mu"t have sufficient information on

cold-stress attributes of water quality to justify action. Without es

senti al facts, assurance of col d-water qual ity and proper resource man

agement can only occur by accident. Excellence by accident is highly

i mprobab1e.

If we assume that our focus is on quality which is as good or better

than now exists in water, we must identify and assign acceptable dimen

sional units to the appropriate characteristic of cold-water. What con

stitutes degradation or enhancement of cold water? Most of the parame

ters used to determine water quality have been developed and applied in

a temperate climate setting.

Most of the parameters utilized legally in assessing water quality

have been arbitrarily establ i shed at some conveni ent reference poi nt and

held almost inviolate. Examples are the so-called Public Health Service

Drinking Water Standards applied uniformly from Florida to Alaska; para

meters for national water resources assessment to be appl i ed un i forml y

from Florida to Alaska; and the so-called anti-degradation clauses of re

cent federal and state statutes.

How significant is the temperature dimension in determining \vater

quality? Temperature dimension is commonly accepted as significant by

the man on the street but to date relati vely little importance has been

given to temperature dimension in statute, government program, or in re

gional or national planning.

The terms "water quality" and "water temperature" are associated by

the average water user. "A cool drink of water", a "warm bath", or even

the phrase "in hot water", all conjure thoughts of the inseparable
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relationship. Why should formal and more scholarly assessment of water

quality occur without concurrent rel at·ion to temperature dimension?

Impl i cations of col d stress effects on water resource management,

national and regional trends in life style for the 70's, and our hopes

for Alaska relate closely to the meaning of cold-water quality.

WATER TEMPERATURE VS. WATER QUALITY:

Temperature appears to have a profound effect upon physical, chemi

cal, and biological characteri stics of water. Extent and nature of effect

is difficult to predict, based solely on parameters and yardsticks de

veloped almost totally on temperate climate experience. Some qualities

are not apparent unless viewed from a cold region viewpoint.

Low temperature may be a quality of considerable value. Likewise,

low temperature may place limitations on quality which are insurmount

able. Obviously, water at temperature below freezing does not pour as

easily as water at higher temperatures. Ice does have great value for

certain purposes. Water a few degrees above the freezing point may be

of much more value in certain industrial processes than water at 70 or

80 degrees Fahrenheit. Low temperature stress and the exact nature of

temperature influence on water quality must be delineated and used to

advantage if we are to manage our water resources properly.

Water quality suitable for health purposes, industrial use, aquatic

and wildlife, agriculture, recreation, and the many other purposes, may

be enhanced or degraded by temperature change. Water quality must not

be treated as a nondescript term. Quality must be delineated in terms

of temperature as well as purpose. In our quest for envi ronmental ex

cellence, we hear possibly nondescript terms (in-so-far as the polar

regions are concerned) like "secondary treatment" being bandied about.
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Is secondary treatment pl ant effl uent s uffi ci ently defi niti ve for use

as a standard of quality for waste water discharged to a frozen body of

receiving water? Is this possibly an arbitrary standard inapplicable

and excessively wasteful of money, effort, and natural resources at

sites subjected to severe cold stress? If this vague quality descrip

ti on is inadequate in the far no rth, at what 1at i tude does it become

acceptable?

SIGNIFICANT NATIONAL AND REGIONAL TRENDS:

A quick glance at national and regional trends promises many things

for Alaska during the next decade. Assessment will be made of Alaska

water resources as a basi s for future deci sion-maki ng. Energy shortage

combined with conservation and environmental quality efforts will result

in potentially greater stress on use of the water resources in Alaska.

The National Water Resources Council is beginning the 1975 assess

ment of the nation's water resources. The purposes of the assessment

are:

1. To provi de a factual report on the status of water resources:
quantity, quality, conflicts, problems, and needs.

2. To provide a data base useful in executive and Congressional
budget and management decision-making.

3. To provide a computer capability to examine water resource
data in view of predetermined goals, etc.; and

4. To create user awareness.

Certain coeffi cients and parameters desi gned to reflect water

values will be used to create the data base. The appendix will include

examples of descriptive items which will be assigned numbers for

data base use. The same coefficients and parameters are to be used

without incorporation of temperature dimension factors in assessing
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water resources in Florida, Alaska, and elsewhere. The implications

of assessment by reduction to a common denominator may be to the

advantage or disadvantage of areas blecsed with predominately cold

water. At the present time, insufficient concern and action in

defining the significance of temperatu;-e dimension in assessing

water values possibly leaves Alaska wi shout the tools for informed

as se ssment .

The inter-relationship of chemical, physical, and biological pro

perties under cold stress must be known for informed assessment. Cold

water ecosystems cannot be properly assessed until reliable low-tempera

ture, water-quality parameters are selected and validated.

Deci sions will be made and based on national assessment results.

Policies for water resource diversion, industry relocation, population

shift, and strengthening or retarding regional economy in areas such as

Alaska wi 11 re sult.

John i-1. Winton in his article entitled "Plant Sites," (Chemical

.week, OctOber 11,1972, p. 35-56) states: "Energy, environmenta and

uncertainty are the dominating factors in site selection this year and

they will be for the rest of the decade. Environmental problems seem

to be getting tackier despite increasing clarification of regulations

for air and water pollution control .... Cool water is becoming scarce

and it may get scarcer if scores of nuclear energy plants are built ....

Gas from Canada and Alaska will make sites in the Northwest more attrac

tive, if and when it becomes available .... Labor's significance as a fac

tCJ;' in site selection has been overshadowed somewhat by the importance

of energy and envi ronment and because modern pI ants need fewer workers.

Hopes that environmental issues \~ould fade as a consideration in plant

location as government regul ations became more uni form have been dashed.

A number of plant location engineers tell C\~ that big supplies of

cool water are becoming noticeably more difficult to find ... , To
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minimize transportation costs, companies are increasing efforts to

locate on waterways... , For the next decade and possibly longer,

energy in all its forms will be the single most important element

in chemical plant location."

Power magazine in the environmental section of the September 1972

issue presents an excellent case for industrial plant energy conserva

tion programs and states, "The typical industrial plant realizes less

than 50% of the obtainable value in the energy released."

The significance of waste heat from certain power generation is a

well-established fact. Fossil-fueled plants used in the generation and

supply of electric energy as well as nuclear-powered facilities may be

expected to reject large amounts of waste heat. Efficiencies with cur

rent technology are very low, when based on comparisons of energy used

by the customer with potential energy available. Conventional fossil

fueled plants reject approximately 6,000 BTU for each kwh of electri

cal energy produced. Reject heat for nuclear plants is approximately

8,500 BTU for each kwh of electrical energy produced.

In an editorial in the September 1972 issue of Architectural Re

cord, the editor calls energy conservation a potential disaster which

is now starting to get the attention it deserves. He quotes George Lin

coln, the Director of the President's Office of Emergency Preparedness

as follows, "At the policy level, energy policy spans the areas of na

tional security, foreign policy, economic policy, environmental policy,

and perhaps some other. We must get the point across that the nation's

energy problem is of at least the same magnitude as our envi ronmental

concerns. II

Reference is made to a lot of studies aimed at zeroing in on the

energy problem. In a literally far-out study, A. D. Little, Inc. of

Cambridge, Massachusetts, has been awarded a $197,400 contract by the National
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Aeronautics and Space Administration to explore the feasibility of

using large satellites at synchronous dltitudes to convert solar

energy to electric power in space, then transmit the power via micro

wave beam to earth stations for distribution.

WATER QUALITY AND ALASKA'S FUTURE:

What do the implications of cold-\·tater quality and national trends

forecast for Alaska's future? Will Alaska be allowed to manage and con

serve water resources wisely? What constitutes degradation or enhance

ment of the quality of cold-water? How fragile are the low temperature

physical, chemical, and biological relationships that determine water

qual ity in low temperature regions?

Although it is very 1ate, a massi ve effort must be 1aunched to es

tablish and develop the parameters and methodology to incorporate the

full meaning of low temperature in water resource consideration.

We must reflect temperature dimension and significance in each tem

perature-sensitive parameter and coefficient.

We need the proper tools for management.

cold-water resource management will be done by

Until they are obtai ned,

trial and error. *

*NOTE: See Appendix 8 for supplementary material pertinent to this
information.
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MUNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH NEEDS
OF THE 1970'S WITH EMPHASIS ON

ROUTE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL

Frank E. Nyman *

Our firm has been primarily involved with municipal water supply

and waste disposal problems in Alaska since the early 1950's. Some of

the problems we have encountered in the past are as follows:

ANCHORAGE:

The principal problem in Anchorage has been the occasional severe
winters. For example, in 1914 when the Alaska Engineering Commission

was operating the Alaska Railroad, they developed a municipal water sys
tem for the small community that developed in Anchorage. At that time
the common depth of bury for waterlines was 5 to 6 feet. By 1942, the
contracts that were let were calling for 8-foot bury; by 1950, 10
feet; and by the middle and late 1950's, the most common depth of bury for
water systems was about 11 feet. Well systems added to the surface supply

in 1953 have assisted greatly in reducing winter freeze-ups of mains
and services. Well water temperatures are in the range of 37° to 38°F
vs. stream flow from surface supplies with temperatures ranging as low
as 32°F.

In addition to adding wells, Anchorage is now planning to install

its next gas turbine at the present water treatment plant site and

*Frank Nyman is a physical engineer with the consulting firm Tryck,
Nyman, and Hayes of Anchorage, Alaska.
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utilize waste heat from that installation to warm the water supply.

It is anticipated that through use of waste heat, many of the problems

associated with wintertime water system operations will reduce substantially.

CORDOVA:

The pri nci pa1 problem in Cordova results from the fact that the
community is isolated from the main supply and maintenance services.

Adequate maintenance and protection of the existing equipment is a
problem. As this community develops more complex water and sewage treatment
plants, the problem will become severe. There is a need for educational
programs and registration or certification of water and sewage treatment
plant operators.

HOMER:

Homer's principal problem has been the search for a reliable
and safe water supply for the community. The present system utilizes

a combination supply from wells drilled into the Kenai formation

together with a surface supply from a small stream that originates in
a large, swampy area. Neither of these supplies appears to be adequate
in quantity or quality to meet Homer's future requirements, and a 10ng
range solution is needed.

KING COVE:

The principal problem in King Cove was to coordinate the several

feden1 agencies that can finance water supply systems. In this in

stance, it was possible to bring together four separate entities: the
U.S. Public Health Service, Farmer's Home Administration, Economic De
velopment Administration, and Pacific-Alaska Fisheries (the local in

dustry of the community) to cooperatively undertake community improve

ments which included development of a water supply and distribution sys
tell1.
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PALMER:

In Palmer, the problem has been the need to gradually increase their

water supply, and at the same time, there has been a problem of supplying

service to scattered developments along the roadways leading into Palmer.

SELDOVIA:

Seldovia's principal problem is its isolation and the fact that

Homer, right across the Bay, has progressed greatly in the last several

years. Homer has a federally financed jet airport, a small boat harbor,

an ocean-going docking facility, paved highway to Anchorage, new school

equipped with a swimming pool, and a recently completed sewer system, all

of which has attracted operations that, in the past, operated out of

Seldovia. The result has been a gradual erosion of the economy of Sel

dovia.

SEWARD:

In Seward, the water supply problem centered around the choice of

separate, isolated systems vs. an integrated system. This problem re

quired analysis of the use of salt water for fire protection vs. improv

ing the fresh water supply sufficiently to provide this service. Also,

the alternatives of surface supplies vs. underground required analysis.

The availability of substantial underground water supplies in Seward has

assured an adequate year-round supply to attract industries. It is

predicted that Seward will re-establish itself in spite of loss of its

position as the principal shipping port to Central Alaska.

S!TI<A AND KODIAK:

In Sitka, one has to be aware of the extreme variations in stream

flow. It is difficult to believe that in an area where the mean annual

rainfall exceeds 105 inches, there is a problem of water supply, but such
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problems do occur because during severe wintel's, the streams reduce to a

trickle. The opposite side is the need to be aware of the extreme dOlm

pours that can occur and that result in occasional violent floods. Simil ar

problems exist in Kodiak, although the rainfall is not nearly as high.

The problem in Kodiak is augmented by the fact that fish-processing

industries are extremely large users of water. Combined industrial and

domestic use in Kodiak can exceed 1,000 gallons per capita per day.

This is in the range of 10 times the expected usage in other communities.

VILLAGES:

Our firm has developed plans for village water supply systems for

Hydaburg, Angoon, Old Harbor, Ouzinkie, and Tatitlek. The major problem

in those villages is the need for substantial water supplies to support

the economic base for the community which, in almost every instance of

these seacoast communities, is the fish-processing industry. This re

quirement imposes the need for substantial quantities of water which are

generally in excess of the allowable quantities permitted under the limited

programs sponsored by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

CONCLUSIONS:

The above paragraphs list typical problems that we have encountered

-in our work in Alaska. These experiences lead us to predict some

prob lems that can be expected in the future. Sol vi ng these prob 1ems

could require research sponsored by the University of Alaska.

1. l~e believe that there will be increased needs for water in the

seacoast communities. Fish-processing activities are likely

to increase in all the seacoast areas; 1arger boats \vill fi sh

farther from shore and will exploit more species. Alaska can

be thought of as a seacoast state, and we bel ieve that the

economy of Alaska will continue to be oriented toward utiliz-

i ng the ocean resources.
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2. Very few of the communities in Alaska have embarked on a pro

gram of recording stream flows or groundwater supplies in the

vicinities of their cities. Information relative to maximum
and minimum stream flows is going to be needed. Geophysical
information related to potential underground supplies is need

ed.

3. Research is needed now and will continue to be needed to a
greater extent in the future for predi cti ng the oro-hydrogra
phic effects of the mountain ranges bordering the communities
on which many of the seacoast communities will be relying
for their water supply.

4. Alaska has faced numerous disasters during its years of exis

tence. Potential disaster conditions include: "galloping gla

ciers," excessive snowfall, excessive rainfall, mud slide oc

currences, excessive wind velocities, glaciation, volcanoes,
and severe winters. Research is needed to identify the par

ticular conditions or combinations of conditions that could
result ina di saster for each comnunity.

5. As the State of Alaska develops, there will be more need for
administrative controls to protect water supplies from pollu

tion. It is hoped that such controls will also provide for
the best use of our resources, including our water supplies.

6. There appears to be a need for the establishment of a back
ground data bank for each commun i ty. I f such a bank were

maintained, it should be possible to predict from this data
when conditions are developing that are likely to result in

problems for the community. For example, a lengthy cold per
iod, coupled with predicted additional cold weather could re
sult in predictions for water supply reserves, extent of pipe

freezing problems, and power demands. This is an example of
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a "typical" program that could be developed and could prove

to be of substantial benefit to the citizens of Alaska, and,
at the same time, would establish a broader base for knowledge

relative to living in Alaska.
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WATER-RESOURCES DATA NEEDS

Donald A. Morris*

I have been asked to discuss water-resources data needs in Alaska

for the 70's. I will first describe the current programs of collection

of water-resources data in Alaska by the U.S. Geological Survey and then

briefly discuss some water-resources problems or data needs. The brochure

that was passed out to you, "Water-Resources Investigations in Alaska,

1972,"** may be helpful in understanding the scope and purpose of our work.

The Geological Survey has the long-term mission to collect basic

data on water resources of the state. This work has continued since 1949

and has expanded until we presently have more than 60 people in Alaska

with offices in Anchorage, Juneau, and Fairbanks. In this work we study

surface-water resources, the occurrence of ground water, and the quality

of both surface and ground water. Throughout the state we presently

operate more than 200 stream-gaging stations at which we collect data on

one or more of the following parameters, di scharge, stage, sediment load,

chemical quality, and temperature. Also, we have observation wells in

areas of ground-water development and have continuing areal water-resources

investi gations in the Anchorage, Juneau, Kenai, Cordova, and Valdez areas.

In these areal studies we investigate the availability and quality of sur

face and ground water and their interrelationships. This information is

*Don A. Morris is Assistant District Chief of the Water Resources Division,
U. S. Geological Survey, Alaska Division, in Anchorage, Alaska.

**"Water Resources Investigation in Alaska, 1972" is available through the
U.S. Geological Survey, 218 E Street, Skyline Blvd., Anchorage, Alaska
99501, ot' by writing to the Chief Hydrologist, U.S. Geological Survey,
W}shington, D.C. 20244.
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valuable to planners and resource managers in the long-term use of water

resources and in determining the effects of development upon water resources.

We also have other special investigations on river scour, flood problems,

water supply for small villages, corrosion and encrustation in wells and

water-supply systems at military installations, and glaciology. Of special

interest now, we have a project entitled "Hydrologic Environment of the

Trans-Alaskan Pi pel ine System." Another brochure (Water-Resources Inves

tigations Along Proposed Trans-Alaska Pipeline Route) that you have received

relates to these investigations.* It points out that this applied research

program included the study of specific environmental problems such as water

supply, floods, icings, surging glaciers, scour and fill, erosion and

deposition, and changes in water quality. These elements are studied to

provide definition of the natural characteristics of the hydrologic and

geomorphic environment along the pipeline corridor, with emphasis on

evaluation of potential hydrologic hazards to the pipeline or the impact

of the proposed pipeline on water resources.

Thi sis the general program of the water-resources study by the

Geological Survey in Alaska at the present time.

A great need in Alaska relative to water resources and their control

is for more hydrologic data. In a state covering 586,400 square miles,

containing nearly 100 fresh-water lakes known to have surface areas of 10

square miles or more, and thousands of miles of rivers, only a small part

has been covered by areal water-resources investigations or by a compre

hensive data-collection program. Even though our network of ground-water

observation wells and stream-gaging stations is expanding with development,

both networks need to be extended and more quality-of-water data collected.

The need for the extension of the ground-water data network is especially

critical in areas like the Kenai Peninsula where the competition between

industrial, domestic, and recreational uses of water may result in the first

*This brochure is also available from U.S. Geological Survey, 218 E Street,
Skyline Bldg., Anchorage, Alaska 99501.
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major need for the adjudication of water in the state of Alaska. Not only

are short-term basic data required but data collected over a considerable

period of time are necessary to provide information to control the use of

the water resources of that area to the best interests of all.

In addition, relatively little information has been acquired concerning

the hydrology of the many lakes of Alaska. Lakes offer the only visible

sources of domestic supply in large parts of the Arctic Slope. Others

are already important sport fisheries. Others may be underlain by ground"

water supplies.

Another important water-data need is knowledge of the distribution and

nature of springs throughout the state. Very little has been done to locate

and describe springs since the report by Waring (U.S. Geological Survey

Water-Supply Paper 418) in 1917. Springs potentially are a very important

part of the water resources in Alaska and should be evaluated. For instance,

it is known that the springs in the northern part of Alaska, in the area of

the 8rooks Range, provide a place where, even in this northern climate,

fish are able to propagate and to live during the coldest parts of the

year. Through the work of the U. S. Geological Survey, a study of thermal

springs throughout Alaska has been made; there is still a strong need,

however, for extending our information on all springs throughout Alaska.

Another major data need relates to water quality. Although ample

quantities of water are available throughout much of the state, water quality

may be a deterrent to use in some areas. Of particular consequence is the

high percentage of glacial flour in streams in Alaska. The physicochemical

nature of these materials is imperfectly understood as are the problems

associated with their treatment or their effects in domestic, municipal,

and industrial supplies. These finely-ground suspended materials in

surface water often persi st from the headwaters to the ti dewaters and

constitute a major natural poll utant. A brief review of tile subject suggests

that the fundamental nature of glacial flour has not been studied extensively
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by the scientific community and that additional research needs to be
done to understand and to devi se better means of treatment of water
burdened with glacial flour. The above needs require knowledge of con

centration, exchange capacity, particle size, mineral composition, and
sol uti on characteri si ti cs.

In the foregoing comments, I have sketched the current water-resources
activities of the Geological Survey in the state of Alaska and have empha
sized that we must have additional long-term data on water resources
throughout the state. Thi s i nvol ves in additi on to conti nui ng programs

and extension of basic-data networks, the acquisition of basic data on
lakes and springs, and the study of special water-quality problems, such
as glacial flour.
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WATER RESOURCES CONTROL

R. J. Cross*

The seminar plan calls for focus on future water resources research

by identifying water problems, especially those unique to Alaska, des

cribing the state of the art, and then searching for useful direction

for research.

Your water control panel met on October 13 and followed instructions

to the extent of identifying our problem and selecting a direction for

each of the four panelists. This proves that a group of four can achieve

identity and several different directions without bothering about state

of the art.

Approaching an outline for today, my first step was to avoid the

temptations to describe the future within which the problem we want to

identify will be: resource development aspects, increasing environmental

concern and standards, implications of the Alaska Native Claims Settle

ment Act, and more.

We do face very substanti al changes, but perhaps not very much

change for the 1970's in the nature of water control problems. Most

will continue to be local ones. Problem frequency is bound to increase

with growth, with increasing environmental concerns, and with new interest

groups. ~1ost of these changes will not be at the scale of large

ri ver basins and major di versi on and dams.

*R. J. Cross in a hydraulic engineer for the Alaska Power Administration
in Juneau, Alaska.
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Urban expansion and transportation system extensions may be the

sources of most of these problems: gravel mining probably demands more

attention than gold placers and copper development; drainage, erosion

control, and stream modifications of the near future will be mostly

creations of the roads and cities.

The state of the art here is a complex set of existing standards

and practices and loopholes, growing environmental concern, and very

rapi d change.

The capability of research groups to help with these problems is

extremely limited by time and flexibility. Even without funding constraints,

a research group can't tackle many new projects today and expect to influence

events in the remaining seven years of the 1970's. This is particularly

true of programs that are based on extens i ve fi e1d measurements ove r ti me .

Still the problem will be faced, the decisions made, and research

will play its role, probably needing added mileage from existing programs

and relying more on theory and synthesis of experience than the field

measurement/interpretation/analysis approaches.

All this leads to my first point of reference which is trying to

relate the experience base to those near future problems of the 1970's.

Reading the IWR 1971-1972 biennial report and supplementing thi s

with a memory search of past associations reaffirms that from the beginning

IWR has tried to focus on applied research and developing special expertise

on the cold region aspects of water. The biennial report gives a good

handle on past and present research direction in its listing of 20 research

i'eports, eleven additional reports in the reprint series, and about 70

projects which include the completed ones, projects under \1ay, and several

in the proposed stage.
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The research covers a fairly wide range. Major emphasis has been

on water quality, water and sewage treatment processes, and baseline

studi es. Joi nt authorshi p with other researchers on several reports

evidences interdisciplinary effort.

Completed work in the water control field includes reports on Una

lakleet's single main recirculating water system, relationship of floods

and placer mining to stream productivity, steep fish ladders, ice dust

ing, and a couple of others. Current ones (biennial report) include

the North Slope Studies, the Chena Thermal Study, work on stream icings,

and mass transport computer modelling. I don't see a pattern in this,

probably because I am not familiar with most of the current studies.

Something of a shotgun pattern, perhaps, because it is a series of some

what unrel ated problems.

Several of the studies address environmental consequences of water

control actions - the placer mining, thermal pollution study, and others.

Expertise in this area is sorely needed, particularly the ability to

identify significant aspects. The nature of the problem is that

we need to have capability to predict consequences and to classify

them as to:

Significant/insignificant

Major/mi nor

Local/widespread

Temporary/persistent/permanent

Benefi ci a1/ adve rse

Then we need the foresi ght to crank thi s knowledge into the manage

ment and decision-making process. Perhaps there is a feasible approach

by heavier rel iance on the theoretical and related experience for

many of the current problems.
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Being more specific, a Chena River thermal poll ution study may have

some very important applications to future problems in other places, but
it probably is not problem-oriented research in context with Chena River

water management problems.

A more interesting question is whether the placer studies, including

the literature search, provides a basis for moving on some of the gravel

mining problems.

Perhaps the most obvious example of the hard, local problems deserv
ing research priority is the host of water problems of Alaska's remote
villages. This is uniquely an Alaskan matter and one that deserves
priority number one in somebody's research program. IWR has made starts
in this area with some of the waste treatment studies and the 1969 Unalakleet

Study.

State of the art? Costly, partial solutions. Problems to be com

pounded with added investment and development. New management entities
in the village and regional corporations.

Direction of research? Research and development focused on
uncomplicated systems. Survey and monitoring of existing systems.

Upgrading operators. Developing management skills within the new
manage rs.

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) doesn't mention
village water problems and water research. It does create local

ownership and management entities which are probably the main ingredients
to workable solutions.

I have two further items: current studies of the Resources Planning
Team of the Alaska Land Use Planning Commission, and water research as

pects of the Alaska Regional Water Assessment.
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The resources team is working on a statewide resources inventory

modelled on the Bureau of Land t~anagement "Unit Resource Analysis"

methods, plus a study to identify easement requirements which is

one of the specific planning assignments to the commission. The

inventory will be fairly comprehensive including resources identifications

on 1:250,000 scale maps using best available data. Completion date is

projected as September, 1973. For this, the team has specialists

in a variety of resources fie1 ds and a pretty impressi ve collection

of studies and data. Objective is to provide an information base

and build staff capability to support the commission in its land

use planning assignments under ANCSA.

The Alaska Regional Assessment of \~ater and related land resources

is one of 21 regional studies for the Water Resources Council's 1975 na

tional assessment. Scheduled to start in late summer, 1973, work is

under way on final arrangements for the study and a smali team to do the

worle

WRC designated the Alaska Water Study Committee as regional sponsor.

The committee includes the state and federal water agencies and has been

working the past four years to obtain a water planning study for Alaska.

Broadly, the assessment seeks to provide a consensus on the water

problems, opportunities, values, needed programs, and priorities. It

uses a base year of 1975, a "near term" future of 1980 and 1990, and

"mi d- and far-term" futures of 2000 and 2020.

This includes assessment of research needs and priorities over the

long range and opens up all the water subjects that can be avoided in a

discussion of Alaska water problems of the 1970's. Long range research

priorities might be an appropriate subject for another IWR seminar.
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A PANEL DISCUSSIDN ON WATER RESOURCES CONTROL

Donald E. Wilber*

I. WATER, AN ABUNDANT AND VERSATILE COMPOUND

A. ABUNDANCY-

1. 80 percent of the earth's surface inundated
2. Alaska's Share -

a. One thi rd of the nation's annual fresh-water runoff 
over 800,000,000 acre-feet, including 150 million
acre-feet from Canada

c. 3 million lakes encompassing 7 million acres
d. 20,000 square miles of glaciers
e. 365,000 miles of fish-supporting streams

B. VERSA7'lLITY-

1. Nutrient
2. Habitat

3. Transportation medi um
4. Cleansing agent
5. Paint solvent
6. Fire control
7. Rec reati on
8. Energy

*Donald Wilber is Chief of the Planning and Reports Branch of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, Alaska District, Anchorage, Alaska.
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C. STATE - liquid, solid, and vapor

D. CONSTRAINTS-

1. Floods and ice jams

2. Pollution - natural and induced

a. Thermal

b. Biological

c. Geologic

d. Human

3. Permafrost - foundations, water supply, environmental

effects
4. Compatibility of uses and sources, quality and location

II. WATER RESOURCES CONTROL

A. ADMINISTRATIVE OR LEGISLATIVE CONTROL - Congressi onal, state,

and local laws or ordinances controlling ownership, use, and

impact on water resources. Four national systems, including

classification of Wild and Scenic Rivers, state water codes,

pollution control laws, flood plain ordinances, etc.

B. PUBLIC CONTROL - Local and national groups, societies, and

similar associations of water users who effect state and fed

eral legi sl ati ve control s and affect water resource develop

ment, both favorably and adversely

C. SCIENTIFIC CONTROL - The extent of knowledge or 1ack thereof

of water characteristics, water data, etc.

D. Sl~UCTURAL OR PHYSICAL CON1~OL - The control, stabilization,

handling and use of water resources through structural improve

ments such as dams, levees, wells, municipal and industrial

water supply works, etc.
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III. CORPS OF ENGINEERS - A FEDERAL WATER RESOURCES PLANNING AND DEVEL

OPMENT AGENCY.

A. By Congressional law, required to plan, design, and construct
- subject to the four national goals of economic efficiency,
regional development, environmental considerations, and social
well-being - water resources development projects in the in

terests of:
1. Navigation (harbors, channels, etc.)
2. Flood control
3. Beach and streambank erosion
4. Hydroelectric power
5. Recreation
6. Water supply
7. Water quality
8. Wastewater management - Urban studies

B. By Congressional law, required to administer and monitor con
struction in navigable waters of the U.S. by determining struc

tural and environmental effect of existing and proposed devel

opments - docks, canneries, industrial wastes, submarine pipe
lines, drilling platforms, etc.

C. By Congressional law, required to administer flood plain man

agement program to advise local and regional governing bodies
in the wisest use of their flood plains and providing hydro
logic and hydraulic mapping and computations which delineate
flooding potential

D. Mission of Corps has resulted in water resources expertise and
performance in the disciplines of engineering, economics, en
vironmental and scientific research
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E. Corps water resources research activities, both pragmatic and
basic. Pragmatic separated into two general categories of

specific project oriented and general project applications

F. Water resources research capabilities in the Corps organiza
ti on
1. Coastal Engineering Research Center (CERC), Washington,

D.C. - responsible for analyses of shore erosion pro

cesses, beach repleni shment and beach stabilization

structures
2. Waterways Experiment Station (WES), Vicksburg, Mississip

pi - responsible for analyses of river and coastline
hydraulics, with considerable capability for hydraulic
model construction and analyses, breakwater and jetty de
sign, dam design, etc.

3. Hydrologic Engineering Center (HEC), Sacramento, Cali

fornia - principally engaged in computer modelling of
hydrologic cycles and hydraulic analyses for flood fore
casting, flood characteristics, reservoir regulation,
etc.

4. Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL),

Hanover, New Hampshi re, and Fai rbanks, Al aska - engaged in
cold regions basic and applied research of arctic pheno
mena and characteri sti cs of water, permafrost, tempera

tures, and all other factors affecting man and environ
ment in the cold regions of the nation

IV. WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH NEEDS FOR ALASKA

A. !14NDATE - to improve the quality of life of man now and in the
future through pragmatic research of today's water-associated

problems and through basic research knowledge destined for
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future application - a proper balance of applied and theoreti
cal research efforts. Concentration on Alaska's real-world
arctic water problems such as potable water supply, adequate
waste disposal, and flooding must be paramount when organizing
data collection and analyses programs for the future. The
health and welfare of Alaska's citizenry should be held fore
most (defi ned as "people needs").

B. AGENCY AND INSTITUTIONAL COORDINATION OF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

a must for successful purs uit of future research in an era of
unprecedented competition for the federal, state, and founda
tion dollar. The establishment of common goals and the avoid
ance of duplication.

C. COMPREHENSIVE WATER DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM - a vital neces
sity in Alaska as no research can hope to attain fruition
without basi c parameters

D. ALASKA WATER STUDY SECOND NATIONAL ASSESSMENT - a research of
people - water needs in the State of Alaska which will provide
basic support to future water resources research proposals

E. CORPS OF ENGINEERS ALASKAN/ARCTIC WATER RESOURCES PROBLEMS AND

NEEDS FOR RESEARCH

1. Five-year research program initiated in 1968 when 140 se
parate research proposals were developed and screened.
Proposals based on void areas known to exist in minds of
planners, designers, and environmentalists on Alaska Dis
trict staff involved in water resources planning and de
ve 1opment

2. Specific 5-year water-associated research program devel
oped in 1970 following massaging and paring of initial
140 proposals as follows:
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a. Surface Ice in Small-Boat Harbors

b. Generalized Arctic Harbor Planning and Design Cri-

teri a

c. Shoaling in Harbors

d. Bedload in Tidal Channels

e. Slope Stability in Tidal Channels

f. Ice Forces on Coastal Structures

g. Design of Seacoast Barrier Structures

h. Glaciation

i. Jokulhaupe (Glacial Lake Dumps)

j. Ice Jams

k. Effects of Reservoirs on Permafrost

1. Frozen Cores in Dams

m. Oil Spills in Alaskan/Arctic Marine Environment

3. Research proposal entitled "Shoaling in Harbors" current

ly underway with sedimentation study of Cook Inlet-Knik

Arm in vicinity of the Port of Anchorage. Study leader

ship assigned to Coastal Engineering Research Center with

field data gathering and tests by Alaska District. Re

sults will provide essential data for harbor design.

4. Applied research and prototype modelling of arctic aerated

sewage lagoons to serve military sites is actively under

way by Alaska District. Preliminary operational results

very satisfactory

5. Specific research proposals by others endorsed by Corps

of Engineers based on broad application of results.

a. Investigation of Mendenhall Wetlands; Southeast

Alaska, Ecosystem in Transition

b. A study of Toxic Metal Concentrations and Distribu

tion of Alaska's Marine Environment
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c. Marine Ecosystem Analysis of the Inside Passage,
Southeastern Alaska.
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RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

(A Summary)

Brian R. T. Smith*

The oil and gas industry in the State of Alaska is well aware of
the Alaska water resources problem resulting from the conduct of its
various operations of production, refining, storage, transportation, and
marketing. Real progress has been made to define these problems and to
develop solutions to them, but nevertheless problems remain. Continuing
progress will be required to improve technology and better operating
practices and equipment to achieve improved environmental quality.

The industry faces a requirement to provide a society of which they
are a part, vital energy in a manner consistent with environmental con
servation, recognizing that the costs involved are those of society. We
are confident that the industry will continue to do their part, including
full cooperation with government and with the general public which they
serve, so that the requisite environmental standards can be developed
and met, consi stent with providing the nation with its necessary energy.

*Brian Smith is a civil engineer
British Petroleum Company, Ltd.
of that fi rm.

and for the past 18 years has been with
He is with the Anchorage, Alaska branch
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IMPACT OF NORTH SLOPE OIL DEVELOPMENT

ON FISHERY RESEARCH PROJECTS IN NORTHERN ALASKA

(A Summary)

George L. Van Whye*

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game is one of the many agencies

investigating the fishery resources of northern and interior Alaska.

Prior to the 1968 announcement of a major oil discovery, data on

arctic waters and fi sh populations were virtually nonexistent. Now,

direct and indirect changes in habitat dictate that life history infor

mation and limnological data on the waters is needed immediately if de

velopment of the natural resources is to proceed in an orderly manner.

I hope the thoughts I express here will catalyze recognition of a

few of the many problems attendant on the development of northern and

arctic Alaska which face resource managers and researchers.

Prior to 1968, little effort was expended on the fishery resources

of arctic Alaska. This was due primarily to remoteness of the area and

consequent logistic support. On my first survey trip to the North Slope

in 1966, transportation was a major obstacle requiring the establishment

of fuel caches and considerable expenditure of both time and monies to
get to the area. My last survey tri p was much simpler, I merely purchased

a ticket for a jet flight to the same area.

*George Van Whye is the regional supervisor with the Division of Sport
Fish, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Fairbanks, Alaska.
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Starti ng in 1970, seri ous attempts were made by the department to

get some type of 1iai son started between the di fferent agencies - federal,

state, industry, and private consulting firms - to avoid duplication of

efforts in some areas, which created voids in others. These contacts

eventually led to what is now known as the Interagency Fish and Wildlife

Teams.

The formation of the Interagency Teams has met a good portion of

the original objectives. Duplication of base line data collection

has drastically diminished, while assistance from other agencies

has increased many-fold. On our Sagavanirktok River Char Study this

past fall, assistance in one form or another was received from nine

different agencies.

The gathering of base line data has proceeded very well on the en

ti re route but more speci fi c research projects have not fared as well.

Basically, there are two major obstacles to overcome if possible:

1. Exchange of data has proven to be a major hang-up on some pro
jects. Field work has been completed, in some cases reports
written, but these are being treated as classified documents by
Portland or other regional offices.

2. A problem exists wherein institutes conmit to conduct certain
portions of projects; then due to funding, change of priorities,
and hi gh ove rhead, 1ittl e more than token effo rt is expended,
always with the expectation of getting more done next year with
more monies, leaving other agencies under the impression that
the project is ongoi ng.

I would like to reiterate that the chance for accomplishing needed

protective measures and the development of construction and exploration

practices that can be adapted to other areas of exploration and develop

ment would be much higher if a better line of corrmunication could be es

tablished between all federal, state, and university agencies having res

ponsi bi"/ity for the protection and development of our natural resources.
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RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

/

Richard A. Neve*

(Summari zed by Dan Smith, Panel Moderator)

As the popul ation of the world increases and the most productive

agricultural lands are swallowed up by suburban and rural developments,

the need for food and the cost of food production will become an in

creasingly serious problem for the people of the world. Mankind

has always obtai ned a porti on of hi s total food requi rements from the

once considered endless supply of the oceans. Today we are finding

that, like all other resources, the oceans have a finite limit on their

ability to produce. Fleets of fishing vessels are finding it necessary

to travel greater distances to secure desired catches. To help meet the

expanding need for food, the technique of aquaculture has generated con

si derab le interest in recent years. Aquaculture is the contl'ol1 ed and

hopefully optimized growing of aquatic organisms in a confined area for

the purpose of harvesting. This process has been used in fresh water

for many years to grow fish and other aquatic organisms of special value.

The state of Alaska, with its thousands of miles of coastline, has

many fjords and pas sages whi ch, wi th proper development, coul d yi el d

excellent locations for aquaculture. Some of the bays along the coast,

such as Pybus Bay, have a submerged ridge separating the shallow bay

al'ea from the fjord. The lower, cold waters in the fjords have been

*Dr. Richard Neve is Professor and Coordinator of Shore Programs for
tile Institute of Marine Science at the University of Alaska, operating
out of Seward,Alaska.
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found to be ri ch in nutri ents. If these waters were brought to the

surface, they would provide an excellent, nutrient-rich environment for

the production of plankton. The plankton could then be used to feed

shellfish and fingerling fish.

The key to the entire project is the construction of a shallow dam

along the ridge which would isolate the bay waters. Following construc

tion of the dam, a pipe would be placed such that the lower portions of

the fjord waters could be drawn over the dam and into the bay. Proper

design of the pipe, together with valving would allow the use of tidal

action as the driving force for moving the nutrient-rich water. The

tides in the area change 5 to 7 meters. The deep, nutrient-rich waters

are relatively free of silt and when brought to the surface will develop

large plankton populations. These organisms can be used as a food

source for fish or harvested as a commercial protein food source.

A preliminary cost analysis indicates that to construct the enclosure

on the Pybus Bay project would cost $0.5 million.

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the concept, two aqua

culture ponds are being constructed in Seward. These ponds will be

filled using electric power instead of tidal energy. This model of

proposed large-scale developments will be used to establish the growth

potential of the fjord waters. The objectives of this project are:

1. To simul ate natural up-welling

2. Investigate potential sites

3. Make environmental impact studies

4. Make economic feasibility studies

In sunIDlary, the Institute of Marine Science is embarking on an ap

proach to use the natural environment of Alaska to grow plankton to

provide a basis for the development of commercially valuable marine

resources.
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NOTES ON WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT - RESEARCH

OPPORTUNITIES AND NEEDS

Austi n E. Helrre rs *

INTRODUCTION:

People

velopment.

determine the dirrensions and character of water resource de

Accordingly, their demands shape water resources research.

WATER FOR ENERGY:

Energy is the great need of civilization. Alaska has a great po

tential for hydro-power, and probably it will be developed to some ex

tent.

The main energy source for man in general will be coal and nuclear

transformations. Thus, water power development will not create the

mai n water research needs. Water deve 1opment, however, can create

environmental problems.

A unique opportunity in Alaska for water power development involves

water energy stored as ice, Eklutna project for example. Glaciohydro

logical research is needed to understand the management of glaciers for

water and power. U.S.G.S. and several icefield research projects in the

United States and Canada are pertinent.

*Austin Helmers is principal watershed scientist at the Institute of
Northern Forestry at Fairbanks, Alaska.
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WATER FOR RECREATION AND TRANSPORTATION:

Alaska is water-oriented to a considerable extent, but developments

for these purposes generally are not dependent upon research to an i m

portant degree.

WATER FOR FISH AND GAME:

The most significant values and uses of water are for waterfowl

habitats and for the freshwater habitats of anadromous and resident fish

that make up the commercial and recreational fishery. These values are

closely related to watershed condition and hence to land uses. There

are very great opportunities for fish habitat improvement and management,

and this is the major water research need in coastal Alaska.

WATER FOR PROCESSES:

Lumped here are the domestic, industrial, and agricultural uses. These

are a small proportion of water available. These are local problems and will

remain so with solutions in practical engineering and in the demands for

environmental quality.

s hi ps

ment.

Main research needs are for understanding cause and effect

in the hydrologic cycle as determined by a cold-dominated

Permafrost relationships are an example.

rel ation

en vi ron-

SUBARCTIC HYDROLOGY:

This is a multidisciplinary science. A key feature of subarctic

soil-water-air-plant-animal systems is the close interrelationships

of environmental factors. A small change in one factor can lead to

large and often irreversible changes in others. Each factor is closely

dependent on the others. This is the source of terms like "fragile
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ecology." It means that in any resource development, all resources

must be considered. The water resource should playa dominant role

because its quality and usefulness is the best intregrator of the effects

of \.atershed activities and water features like amount, quality

(sedimentation), and regimen (floods, land condition).

MAIN RESEARCH NEEDS:

1. Fish and wildlife aquatic habitat improvements and management
research, especially fish habitats in coastal streams

2. Determining the effects of fi re on watershed hydrology

3. Understanding how the hydrologic cycle is modified by cold
dominated environments

It is already evident that a number of agencies are involved in the

needed research, but at too low a level of effort. At the Institute of

Northern Forestry, pl ans have been made fOI' i ntensifi ed water resea rch .

Faced with program decisions in order to match plans with facilities and

support, the highest priority research need in the Interior of Alaska

has been judged to be the effect of fi re on the Al askan tai gao Water

research will likely remain at a low level of effort for the time

being. The substance most essential to life is the one about which

we know the least.
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RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION

(A Summary)

Theo do re G. Smith *

Water in both its liquid and solid states is the key to many if not
all recreational activities throughout the state of Alaska. The most
popular summer activities are water oriented, i.e. boating, swimming,
and fishing. Some of the most popular winter activities also require
water, i.e. skiing, snowmobiling, sledding, and ice skating. Recre
ationists throughout the year are consumers of water for drinking, cook
ing, bathing, etc. The principal problem of the resource manager is to

make the resource available without destroying the qualities that make
it attractive and usable. This is done through proper planning, proper
construction, and proper supervision of public use. Research in the
field needs to be directed at providing the answer to what constitutes
"proper" in this area.

*Theodore Smith is the director of the Division of Parks for the State
of Alaska, with headquarters in Anchorage.
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SOME ALASKA WATER ADMINI STRATION QUESTIONS

Robert F. Bursiel*

Alaska, the last area to be admitted as a territory and the next to

the last to obtain statehood, had the opportunity to write its constitu

tion and laws from the perspective of past records and actions of the

other states. In the seventeen continuous western states, the ei ght

interior and more arid states adhere to the doctrine of prior appropri

ation for water law. The other nine states use the doctrine of prior

appropriation but also apply the riparian doctrine to varying degrees.

pre-territorial water use in Alaska was largely for placer mining.

Conflicts were determined on the premise that the appropriation doctrine

carried over from the western states into Alaska. Territorial status

was effected on August 29, 1912. The "Compiled Law of the Territory of

Alaska" prOVided protection of water rights to water vested by local

laws, customs, and court decisions. A 1917 statute gave riparian rights

by declaring that owners of mining claims which embraced both banks of a

stream were entitled to all water necessary which had not been previously

claimed. Subsequent appropri ators were entitled to use water not needed

by riparian claimants.

More than seven years after statehood, the Governor approved A.S.

46, the Alaska Water Act, to become effective on the first of July, 1966.

The Water Use Act is recogni zed by many who have a background in water

*Robert Bursie1 is a water planning engineer with the State of Alaska's
Department of Natural Resources, Division of Lands, with his office in
Anchorage.
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administration as a good law. It is fundamentally an appropriation doc

trine statute and appears to phase out riparian rights. It repealed the

territorial mining legislation by which the U.S. Court of Appeals, Ninth

Circuit, ruled that the law of riparian rights had been enacted to a

limited extent. The Alaska Water Use Act purports to convey any prior

legal riparian rights then being used, or used in a prior five year per

iod, to appropriative rights, if timely filed for.

The Water Use Act, complemented by the Department of Natural Re

sources' regulations, Title II, Division I, Chapter 8, provides the

guidance for water quality administration. The act designates the De

partment of Natural Resources to "determine and adjudicate rights in the

waters of the state, and in its appropriation and distribution." This

authority is comprised by A.S. 16 under which Fish and Game has the

authority to regulate any activities in the stream or its bed.

Confusion may arise some day from the act establishing the Department

of Environmental Conservation, Title 46, wherein the section on duties

refers to its preceeding policy statement. That section on duties says,

in part: " ... take such action as shall be necessary and proper to

further the policy declared," which policy in turn states: "to develop

and manage the basic resources of water, land, and air to the end

that the state may fulfil its responsibility as trustee of the environment."

There are no present critical water administrative problems between

the three departments, so maybe we are seeing imaginary squalls on

the horizon. We hope so.

Another item on water and water-reI ated resource admini stration

stems from the very fact of statehood. By the act of admitting Alaska

as a state, the title to all lands beneath naVigable waters in the state

automatically passes to the state. This was reiterated in 1935 by the

Supreme Court in the case of United States vs. Oregon. What waters

are, in fact, navigable or non-navigable is a question to be determined

in federal courts.
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Now enter the Alaska Native Land Claims Settlement Act which

accidentally complicated the water resources picture throughout the

stete. This act defines the limits of the surveys on the selected

Native tracts by the Bureau of Land Management. Sec. 13(a) of that

act states in part: " ... shall monument only exterior boundaries

of the selected or designated areas at angle points and at intervals

of approximately two miles on straight lines. No ground surveyor

monumentation will be required along meanderab1e water boundaries."

Our Statehood Act, Public Law 85-508, Section 4, declares that".

the state forever disclaims any lands the right or title to which

may be held by any Indians, Eskimos, or Aleuts." But if the waters

are not meandering, to whom does the land beneath the water belong?

Here, then, is a direct contradiction in the laws and no determination

has been reached.

The last item I would like to mention on this brief background for

administration of Alaska's water resources is the mass filing for grand

father rights. This filing period was from February 27, 1967 to April

30, 1968. The workload of this backlog of case files remains in the

Water Resources Section. Considering the present level of applications

received and conflicts to be resolved, without projecting increases in

future years, there is very little 1il<1ihood that the backlog can be

eliminated by the present staff. It is extremely desirable to have the

information on water use current. Projections for "pipeline years" and

"post-pipeline years" are for considerable growth - which certainly has

the appendage of increased water use. Confusion may result where the

use data will not be up to date but present state budgetary restraints

leave us no choice.

We are all aware of the current trends which are changing the land

status in Alaska. You and I are living through Alaska's great Land

Freeze which has locked up more area than the greatest advance of glaci

ation during the Ice Age. Much of the Alaska we know, from the fjords
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of Southeastern through the depositional land forms of the Cook Inlet

upl ands and the bl anket of loess coveri ng much of the upper Yukon Basin

to the ice-carved Brooks Range, are the direct result of the glacial age.

We accept and are very grateful for the beauty and the resources of thi s

land which has emerged from glacial retreat. We are very much subject

to Nature's final design. To mention a few: very limited access routes

through the barriers of mountains; the vast areas of lowlands so speckled

with ponds and lakes; coastal strips so incised as to all but preclude

ground transportation; lake systems of immeasurable values; and township

upon township of lowlands locked by permafrost in a seemingly unusable

condition.

One may expect that the results of our more extensive artificial

glaciation, the Land Freeze, will retreat with lasting effects that will

influence this land and its people to an extent comparable with the gla

ciated land forms which now surround us. Where will the new artificial

moraines, valleys, and impassable ridges materialize? From the view of

water resource administration there are facets of great concern

over the land patterns proposed for classification and for Native selec

tion.

A major concern is the pattern of land status forming an overlay

across tile various drainage basins throughout the state. The recti

linear technique of defining areas is convenient but contrary to nature

and positively not harmonious with management of a fluid natural re

source.

l'Jill any \'iater sub-basin in Alaska lie within lands having land

classifications which do not conflict in regards to beneficial use of

water?

A large percent of the Native selections will stl"addle major rivers

and undoubtedly cloud the picture of administration of water and water

related resources.
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It may be assumed that selected federal and state lands with j'e

strictive types of classifications will dominate the majority of the

mountai nous regions of A1 aska .,ithin a few years. These are the same

lands which are essentially the source areas of our surface waters.

Hhat of the water resources? l,i11 I-Ie be able to plan for beneficial

use? Hill we be allowed to run snow courses or establish stream gages

in a wilderness area? Floods of the future will originate in many \'1il

derness areas. There is also a possibility that no new major dam pro

posal could satisfy an environmental impact statement and if such should

be the case then higher altitude, stream-source dams would be the only

answer to beneficial use and flood control. Storage for municipal use

and industrial use may be as important to Alaska as it is to the western

states. But will such dams be permitted in the proposed parks, monu

ments, or other restri cti ve areas to be desi gnated as the massi ve Land

Freeze melts away?

For the past fel'l years, duri ng the rei gn of the Land Freeze, there

has been little land available tD the individual. A great demand fDr

private land has generated and so homesteads are being subdivided at an

alarming pace, particularly in the uplands surrounding CODk Inlet.

There is no reaSDn to believe that this trend I'lill diminish until

all present available lands are divided. The density of use \'Iill geo

metrically increase the workload Dn water cases and undoubtedly be com

plicated by an increasing percentage of conflicts in use, Dr desired

use, in the subdivided lands.

This action of subdivision panic is happening now. It is an erD

siDn feature resulting from a land freeze of political Drigin beyond our

control, so maybe my gloomy vi si on of water resources use and admi ni s

tration is not entirely imaginary.
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Almost weekly now we receive a new application for lake construc

tion or lake alterations connected witil land subdivision. Tile pace of

applications for stream relocation in subdivisions is increasing. Water

use is increasing but only a portion of the use is recorded with our

state offi ces.

The Alaska vlater Act protects the resource and provides for its

beneficial use. From the comprehensive code requested by the Governor

in 1961 covering all aspects of water problems, the act was pared to a

simple code for the appropriation and use of water, and provided for a

Water Boa rd.

The regulations of the Department of Natural Resources are for the

administration of the resource and it is here that it may be timely to

consider additions or changes to meet the challenge of our very rapidly

changing state.

Our regulations give us guidance for water appropriation and for

dams which may be required for an appropriation of water. They do not

give guidance for administration of alterations to lakes, diversion for

nonappropriation, or other non-consumptive uses. The act itself makes

such action illegal without a permit, and that right now is all we have

to guide us.

HO\~ can we keep ahead in planning and keep even in the administra

tion of water and related resources? Considering the clouds appearing

on the horizon, I wish to ask the following:

Can research be oriented to the situation of Alaska and be such
that it will apply to current problems?

Should we define the state's position on navigable streams?

Can \~e consider laws preventing re-subdivision of state subdivisions
surrounding lakes? What about the control of density in private
lake-front subdivisions?
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RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION

Irvi ng K. Fox*

Tile majority of speakers today addressed various facets of water

resources research in the physical, chemical, biological, and engineering

fields. My brief presentation will be concerned with the place of social

science research in the management of water resources. We have had pleas

at this conference for more emphasis on "people-related research" and

the term "social sciences" implies that they deal with the relationship

between water resources and people. The social sciences include economics,

political science, sociology, social geography, anthropology, social

psychology, and law. I include legal research under this rubric because

the actions of people with regard to the use of water are generally

regulated through some type of legal structure.

The social sciences may be thought of as concerning themselves with

two major aspects of water resources management. One of the roles of the

social sciences is to hel p define the demand -- needs and wants -- of

people for the various services that water resources can provide. The otller

role of social science research is in the development of institutions

-- laws, agencies, fiscal arrangements, regulations and procedures -- to

manage the use of water resources so as to serve the legitimate demands

of people. Let me comment briefly on each of these roles of social

science research.

*Irving K. Fox is Director of the Westwater Research Centre and
Professor of Community and Regional Planning at the University of British
Col urnbia in Vancouver, B.C., Canada.
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Defining demands is not a simple task. Generally we rely upon

techniques of economic analysis for determining the demand for such

services as electric power, the use of waterways for fisheries, naviga

tion, flood control, recreation and so on. Estimates of demand must

take into account what people are willing to payor what opportunities

they are willing to forego in order to supply a given demand. Analyses

of this kind are difficult to make and I suspect they are particularly

difficult to undertake in the Alaska situation. In Alaska, you have the

needs of the native peoples who use water resources in a special context

which are not easily analyzed through conventional economic procedures.

Also, environmental, including aesthetic effects, are particularly important

to the State of Alaska and the techniques of evaluating and taking into

account these effects remain quite impreci se. Because of these difficulties,

it is now recognized that there must be special channels of communication

between the public and those who are evaluating the supply and demand for

water resources.

It is appropriate to ask whether agencies in Alaska know \vhat Alaskans

\vant and do Al askans know, or are they reasonably ~Iell-informed of the

various options available to them for meeting the demands to which they

aspire. Thus the social sciences must seek to provide not only conventional

economic evaluations of demands but also provide other ways of assessing

the \vants of people for the services of water. This type of research, I

suspect, is extremely important to Alaska. But the problems here may be

even more di fficult than those in other parts of the United States. The

nature of the problem is well-illustrated by the field of water quality

management. Federal water quality standards have been derived primarily

for places with large populations and intensive industrial development.

And I suspect that such standards are unlikely to be especially applicable

to the State of Ai aska with its rel ati vely small and di spersed popul ation

and its limited degree of industY'ialization.

I shall turn now to the role of social sciences research institutional

development. As I indicated previously, I am using the term "institution"
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to apply to laws, regulations, agencies, fiscal arrangements and procedures.

These institution a1 arran gements determi ne what i ndi vi dua1s can do wi til

water and they establish the ground rules Wllich govern the undertaking of

progranmes by public agencies. If the institutional arrangements are

ineffective, the legitimate demands of people for water resources services

will not be met and adopted programmes may not be implemented.

Alaska has a different set of institutional arrangements than is

found elsewhere in the United States. This is due, in part, to the

relative newness of the governmental system, the sparse population in the

state, \1ith concentration in a few regional areas, the dominance of tile

federal government over the use of resources, and the extent of outside

control in the private sector of the economy. This means that institutional

arrangements to serve the evolving needs of Alaska should no doubt be

substantially different than the institutional arrangements applicable

the other forty-nine states. Studies aimed at dealing with institutional

arrangements are concer'ned \'lith three general questi ons. Namely:

1. How can pUblic agencies be motivated to )'eveal the range of
alternatives available for solving <later resource management
problems and serving public needs?

2. How can institutional arrangements be designed so as to
reflect accurately publi c preferences in deci sions about water
resource management programmes?

3. H0\1 can institutional arrangements be developed so as to
implement faithfully the decisions that are made?

Experience over the United States has clearly demonstrated that

institutions have not been as effective as desired in responding to each

of these th)'ee questions. I suggest that Alaska, because of its differences,

will require research to deal with its o\'ln special problems in these thl'ee

al'eas.

lvith this background, I shall describe briefly, the research that

is being carried out at the University of British Columbia which has as
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The title of this project

The study framework

objectives the assessment of alternative institutional

water quality management. The research has only begun

very little about the results.

Management in tile Lower Fl'aser".

the accompanying diagram.

"\~ater Qual i ty

illustrated by

one of its major

arrangements for

so that I can say

i s

i s

Study Framework

POll TI CAl~LEGAL
AOmNi STRATIVE
FISCAL STUDIES

PHYSICAL AtlO
BIOLOGICAL STUDIES Output: Existing

institutional
Output: Base line structure and its
condit ions and behaviour

Predictive I'lodels r1ANAGE1<1ENT
STUDIES

1DLltput: Alterna-

ti ve l1anagement
EVALUATION I flSTI rUTI ONAL

POPULATION AND Programs and Costs STUDIES CAPABILITY INSTITUTIONAL

ECGUOHY STUDIES STUDIES DESIGN

Output: Identi- Output: Evaluation
Output: Projection f-; Output: Auth- f-;fi cati on of Pre- of Alternative
of changes in dis- ority and Techni-

Legal~Adminis-
charges of wastes ferr'ed Al ternative cal Capability trative -- Fiscaland other pollutants SENEF! T-COST STUoI ES Programs

Requi red to Im- Arrangementsplement Programs

Output; Estimation

of water quality

benefits and costs

The lines and arrows indicate how
information produced by initial stud
ies serves as inputs to studies con R

due ted at later stages of the project.

1. Tile PI:!!aical and Biologieal
StUlHclJ -- will indicate base line

conditions, what the concentrations
of pollutants ~1i1l be under differing
conditions, and biological effects of
pollution.

3. NCllager;lent Stl/dieD -- wi 11 i den-
tify altemative ways of dealing

with existing and prospective pollu
tion problems in the Lower Fraser
and the approximate costs thereof.

4, Benefit-Coat Studiea -- through
economic analysis and studies of

the preferences of people of the
region, will provide estimates of the
value society attaches to the pre
servation of water quality in the
Lower Fraser.

6. Inotitlltio7l!::l CapabiUt>:J Stlldieo -
will determine the authority and

technical capability required to ad
minister the preferred programs.

7. The Political-Legal-Mlmilliotm-
Hve PiDeal StudieD -- will define

the formal arrangements that have
been adopted by the Provincial and
Federal Governments to influence
water quality conditions in the Lower
Fraser and how these arrangements
function at the present time.

2. IiJi;! Popillaticm and EC;;Il(Jllr'j

Studi-co -- will prOVide estimates
of the changes in waste loads and
other pollutants in prospect over
the next couple of decades.

5. Evaluati(JlI studicD -- will ide,ntify
those, altemati ve \1ater quality

management programs that appear
to corre closest to meeting the pref~

erences of society.

8. Inutitutional Derrig-II R_ will evaluate
altemative legal, administrative

and fiscal arrangements that might
bl! adopted for managing water qual
ity in the Lower Fraser.
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You will note that we have begun with a set of physical and biological

studies which are aimed at determining the nature of the existing situation

and at developing a basis for estimating what the conditions will be if

specific factors which affect water quality are changed. The popul ation

and economic studies are designed to provide estimates of the prospective

demand, or increases in demand for waste di scharges to the ri ver tllat can

be expected in the years ahead. The physical and biological studies

together with the population and economic studies and additional engineering

analysis will provide us with the basis for outlining alternative manage

ment programlles and the cost thereof. These alternatives I'/ill then be

evaluated through a series of assessments of the costs and benefits

associated with each alternative. The l'esults of the benefit-cost analyses

will provide the basis for selecting a set of alternative programmes

most relevant for dealing with the kinds of problems found in the Lower

Fraser.

Once we understand the nature of the alternati ve programmes that

might be adopted to deal witll the water quality problems of the Lower

Fraser, we Ilave a basis for specifying the kind of capability institutions

must have to Illanage "later quality effectively. In other vlOrds, we must

be able to say vlhat kind of authority public agencies will require, "Ihat

kind of technical capabilities they must have, and finally, what kind of

legal framel'/ork will be needed. The political-legal-administl'ative fiscal

study refetTed to in Box 7 is an assessment of the existing institutional

stl'ucture and how it functions. By comparing the exi sti ng structure I'/ith

the capability that institutions must have to manage I-later quality in the

Lower Fraser, a basis is provided for suggesting alternative institutional

arrangements for dealing with the kinds of problems found in this particular

region.

Let me emphasize that in the Fraser River Study we are not only

concerned vlith the problems that exist today, but we are also endeavouring
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to look ahead and think about 1101'1 prograrnnes, policies, and institutions

must evolve to meet the kinds of Ivater quality management situations that

are in prospect in the years ahead.

t'ly presentation argues for social science research as part of any

water resources research programme. I should \'Iarn you, however, that

there are many problems in implementing a social science research programme

in the water resources field. Social science study has important political

implications and the suggestion of changes in institutional arrangements

raises very sensitive issues. This may subject the researcher to political

pressures or at least may cause questions to be raised by those who are

directly affected.

Another problem is the difficulty of getting social scientists

to devote the necessary time and effort to learn in sufficient detail the

physical-biological and engineering aspects of water management to understand

their' implications for social science inquires. Finally, the methods of

analysis needed to deal with some of the evaluative and institutional

problems is in a very primitive stage. Thus social scientists are required

to bring to such research a degree of innovative capability which is not

so essential in the order areas of scientific inquiry.

l~hile I consider the problem of implementing social science research

in the water resources management field a particularly difficult task, I

\vish to conclude by emphasizing the importance of such research. As other

speakers have indicated the basic objective of all water resources management

activity is to serve the needs of the people. This means that the demands

for water resources services must be assessed and evaluated and the

behaviour of individuals and organizations must be taken into account in

the design of institutions which are capable of making the choices and

implementing the programs that will best serve the wishes of the public.
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RESOURCES ADf1INISTRATION

Salvatore Deleonardis

(Summarized by Robert F. Carlson, Panel ~1oderator)

I \vant to speak about research needs today from the point of view

of a representative of a land management agency. Before I begin to

address mysel f directly towards research needs let me begin by describing

the background and activities of the Bureau of land Management.

The Bureau of Land r1anagement in Alaska manages all resources on

the public domain which up to thi s time has included a great deal of

the usable land in Alaska. I3l~1 is also the chief fire control agency

for Alaska, supervising fire control not only on public domain lands but

also on state and other federal lands. BlM's role, along with many

other federal and state agencies in Alaska, will change greatly over

the next few years with the settlement of the native land claims issue,

the transfer from public domain land to private, state, or other federal

uses. The main transfer \vill be of about 40,000,000 acres to the native

population in Alaska. We expect that BU1 will retain management of about

40,000,000 acres. However, this is entirely conjecture at this time.

Of the 40,000,000 acres transfered by the native land claims

settlement to the native peoples of Alaska, practically all will be on

major waterways of the state. The management, therefore, will both depend

on and effect a great share of the water resources of the state. l1hen

*Salvatore Deleonardis is Wildlife r1anagement Biologist I·lith the Bureau
of land Management, U.S. Department of the Interior, Anchorage, Alaska.
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I am speaking of the need for water research as an ai d to 1and management,

I am speaking not only of the Bureau of Land Managment but also of other

groups, especially the native organizations.

The first point I want to stress is that land managers of all types,

be they federal officials like myself or all the way down to the city

council, are making decisions daily from the best information available.

Although some can be updated, most decisions simply can't wait years

to obtain research results before permitting actions which, in many

instances, are irrevocable. It would seem therefore that one of the

critical issues in water research is to identify the facts and presently

avail ab 1e knowl edge and con cent rate the resea rch effort in these areas.

I wi 11 gi ve an e xamp1e.

It has been our experience in watershed management of subarctic

areas of Alaska, that understanding the permafrost seems to be the key

to understanding land management. Permafrost soils are generally

difficult to work with and have many problems such as erosion of the

fine grained soils. A great deal of study needs to be done on means to

control, prevent, and arrest erosion degradation of the soils. Through

experience, several programs of land management have evolved which seem

to work well. However, there al'e still many cases both in constructing

roads and in fire control practices where problems of erosion result.

Some questions which must be answered through research are:

What are the effects of erosi on?

Do they include stream or other habitat of the areas?

How long do erosion effects last?

What are the i ndi cators of the criti ca1 conditi on?

How can you tell if you have a severe erosion
problem before the fact?

What are the carrying capacities of permafrost areas?
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I and others are quite sure that many of the answers that exist

simply need to be gathered together and put dO\~n in one place.

People in the land management field have often had a situation

when obtaining information on a given problem of coming across

researchers who are very reluctant to make the knovlledge they have

available known. It is not simply withholding data or judgment for

personal gain but rather that they feel all of the facts must be

gathered and studied at some length before any kind of a decision can

be rendered. However, as I said in the beginning, decision makers must

make their decisions at the present time on the best available knowledge,

and oftentimes decisions are made based on no knowledge since researchers

won't divulge the material they do have prior to publication in their

scholarly journals.

I am not sure the problem is an easy one to solve. Perhaps we

might follow the suggestion of the keynote speaker. Stop all research,

all collection of data, and put the enti re effort into interpreting

present data in a series of interpretive studies for the use of land

manage rs .
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Gerald T. Orlob*

I have been asked to summarize in a few minutes the very fine

talks by fifteen distinguished speakers on four major subjects from

which I have accumulated about fifteen pages of notes and condensed

to seven pages of summary. It is an assignment which is probably more

than I can handle; however, I will try to hit some the the highlights

of the seminar.

The semi nar began with a cha 11 en gi ng keynote talk by Sage ~1urphy.

He fi rst di scussed the defi niti on of resea rch, a problem whi ch has

bothered modern researchers for some time. He stated a definition

acceptable to most people: studies of general phenomena in an attempt

to di scover the general principles underlying those phenomena so that

one may predi ct other effects. He \,ent on to reiterate that data

collection per se is not research. Because of the great amount of

competi Lion for funding of research, it is quite important that researchers

concentrate on research and not on data collection studies. Dr. ~~urphy

pointed out the need for relevance in most present day research endeavors,

a plea that was restated time and time again throughout the day. As

he stated, relevance must be applied to Alaska's real problems, although

an objective of research may be to discover what the real problems are .

. __._~ .. ---------
*Dr. Gerald T. Orlob is President of Hater Resources Engineers, Inc., Halnut

Creek, California, and Professor of Civil Engineering, University of
California, at Davis, California.
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I\lso, Dr. Murphy mentioned that l'esearchers must make the products

of their research available for practical use. He emphasized the need

for a multi-disciplinary approach in attacking and solving real problems

within a reasonable length of time and noted that this is going to

requi re a team effort.

I must admit that limited time has prevented a well-organized

sunmary but I will attempt, nevertheless, to include some discussion

relevant to topics covered by the various panel speakers.

WI\TER QUALITY:

Water quality is a major concern in most parts of the U. S.

Alaska seems to Ilave a set of unique circumstances which require that

water quality be studied in a special context. For example, a number

of speakers highlighted the basic data deficiencies in Alaska.

Primarily because of Alaska's sheer size and the number of its water

courses, it is impossible to collect data from every part of the state

sufficient for the needs of effecti ve water management. Nevertheless,

a basic data program is extremely important. The places and time in

which the data is gathered must be very judiciously located in view of

the size of Alaska and the limited budget available to support this

activity.

An understanding of various Alaskan ecosystems is quite essential

to formulation of a coherent water quality management system. Alaskan

ecosystems tend to be quite simple and therefore, inherently unstable

and fragile. We need more basic studies of the effects of man's

activities on Alaskan ecosystems. We need knowledge of the basic

mechani sm of t.hese ecosystems in order that data gathered in one pl ace

or under one set of circumstances can be applied elsewhere.
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In any envi ronmental study, especi ally when society is attempting

to control the discharge of pollutants, it is quite important to

understand the fate of poll utants in the envi ronment. Here agai n,

research demands a total "systems approach" with an understanding of

the complete energy and mass requirements. Eventually, of course, the

fate of pollutants have to be examined in the context of their real

effects on the ecosystems we are attempting to protect.

One speaker, in particular, expressed well the need to study water

quality standards of both the federal, state, and local governments

in relation to the reality of the Alaskan situation. There is nothing

worse than a misapplied regulation. This is certainly true of water

quality standards or objectives. Water quality standards must be

relevant to Alaskan problems, must take into account the unique conditions

of the state, and must eventually include an assessment of the actual

effect on natural systems.

In recent years a significant amount has been given to funding of

research on waste water treatment. It appears now that many of the

more crucial practical problems have been solved. Probably what remains

to be done for Alaska is to make a critical examination of methods for

handling and disposing of the ultimate product of any treatment process,

the sludge or final waste water effluent. A study to develop better

criteria for design of waste treatment plants for Alaskan conditions is

needed. A number of speakers expressed the thought that there is a great

deal of federal money available for construction but very little for

needed research, especially research that permits adapting traditional

methods to unique local conditions.

In summary tllen, the Alaskan situation because of its sparse

population, great regional diversity, and special environmental

conditions, will demand a special type of research. Research for Alaska
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must facilitate the prediction of future effects upon a fragile ecosystem

including the effects of institutional regulation and the specific

techniques for water quality management. I think we can expect to see

greater development and use of mathematical models as tools for study

of the response of ecosystems. More pilot studies of one type or

another in handling the products of waste treatment will need to be done.

WATER QUALITY AND CONTROL:

Several speakers brought out the fact that the most outstanding

qualities of water are related to its mass and its motion under various

physical states. For six months of the year, water is static,

practically no flow; for three months flow occurs at very low

temperatures, probably between 0° and 10°C; and for only about three

months does flow take place with temperatures in the range of 10° - 15°C,

the more or less "normal" range for much of the rest of the United

States. An outstanding aspect of water in Alaska is that it resides

in storage for much of the year. When thi s \vater does become fl ui d at

regular annual intervals, it causes problems in flooding and rel ated

phenomena of the spring "breakup."

Once again, because of the size of Alaska, we note that there is

an extremely meager data base from which to estimate hydrologic

behavior. I think it would be fair to summarize that hydrologic data

collection is a must. However, because of the size of this state it

must be carefully planned with specific objectives in mind and with

an attempt to optimize the effort expended.

In hydrologic studies, it is necessary that we develop an improved

understanding of heat energy balances together with those of water mass

balances. It is particularly important that we undertake studies of

the heat energy regime in Alaska. Knowledge of energy balance and

transport would be especially useful in assessing snow and ice breakup
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and in estimating evaporation rates from Arctic lakes. I expect that

an adequate understanding of the phenomena would require some new

fundamental studies since experience gained elsewhere is not likely to

apply directly to Alaska's situation. At least, we should determine

the degree to which current knowledge is or is not adequate.

LAND AND WATER RESOURCE RELATIONSHIPS:

A number of speakers have aptly pointed out the need to study

the interrelationship between land use and water use. I am pleased

to note that Alaskans have realized this important planning problem

and, in fact, seem to be somewhat ahead of the "lower 48" in recognizing

its importance in resource management.

Probably the most important factor is the consideration now being

gi ven by the 1and management professi on to the effects of 1and

management practices on water quantity and quality. Here, once again,

we are confronted with complex relationships inherent in any study of

land and water. This necessitates an approach which embraces the entire

"system" and demands the coordinated efforts of individuals of many

disciplines.

The field of land and water relationships is an extremely important

one and, as I have mentioned, an extremely complex one. Therefore, it

is quite important that a balanced research program be programmed and

that a set of priorities be adopted for directed study of measures for

pollution control, water supply, flood control, and land management.

We have seen in the past a disparity in the allocation of funds for

the study of the various aspects that I have mentioned. It would

behoove Alaska to reexamine its priorities and to give very careful

attention to allocation of financial resources for research in accord

with rea 1 need.
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MAN AND THE ECOSYSTEM:

We have heard a number of interesting talks today, addressed in some
way to the interrelationships of man and his environment. It is

important to understand man's role in the ecosystem in both the

philosophical and scientific sense, but it is equally important to
understand how people relate to each other as they attempt to control

the environment. In terms of research needs, this comes down to the
statement of several speakers that the researcher must always keep in

mind what people want. Of course, people want more of many very material
things: oil, fish, recreational time, money, esthetic benefits. These

wants often provide the justification for cruicial studies aimed at under
standing how to achieve an optimum allocation of resources to meet peoples'
needs, not only for today but for the years to come.

In summary, we may state categorically that there is a need for
research into the relationships of man and his environment, the
ecosystem in which he lives. And, there is a need for man to improve

his communication, not only with nature and the other elements of his
ecosystem, but within himself. He needs to develop a better statement
of his real and intangible goals and the priorities he assigns to them.

I feel compelled to at least mention here a consideration that may

prove to be especially important for Alaska, the nature of the payoffs
for managment of the state's water resource system. At the present
time, it is difficult if not impossible to measure this payoff in much

more than dollars, that is, through the mechanism of the standard
cost-benefit analysis. Some headway has been made recently in techniques
for assessing intangible benefits and including these benefits as a part
of the balance sheet. Such an approach would seem to be quite important
to Alaskans, especially those who value the wilderness and the primitive

character of Alaska in terms not so easily translatable into dollars.

Research is needed to improve techniques for introducing these values

quantitatively into the decision process.
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SO~lE RESEARCH GOALS AND PROBLEMS:

I want to summarize very quickly the speakers' comments especially

in the context of research and its relevance to Alaska.

First is the problem of data collection, data synthesis, and data

presentation. This seems to be everyone's problem from the highest

administrator down to the technician in the field. It embraces programs

which are concerned with nothing but collecting data as well as those

which involve very sophisticated research. It goes without saying,

I think, that we need more data; we need to develop the means to

organize data and we need to keep cost under control. It is also

important to remember as one speaker so aptly put it -- we cannot wait

until the data base is completely developed; decisions must be made

today. An effort must be made to develop techniques which fully utilize

the rather substantial amounts of data that we now have available.

Because bUdgets are often limited, we need to concentrate on making data

collection programs truly relevant to need and cost effecti ve.

Aside from the process of data collection per se, there is a

definite need to improve methods of data dissemination. All interested

parties should have ready access to data, perhaps through some

centralized facility, a data bank. Although dissemination of data is

always difficult when many federal, state, and local agencies are involved

it seems extremely important to make an attempt to improve this process

in Alaska.

It is important also to understand the nature of the water mass in

Alaska, but data with which to make an Alaskan water balance is clearly

insufficent. There is a need to develop a hydrologic prediction

capability \vhich utilizes efficiently those data that are available,

however meager. There also seems to be a need to develop ways of

estimating the yield of watersheds in terms of quality constituents,
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including sediment in its various forms. I might add that, in view of

Alaska's very large coastal zone in which most of its economic activity
takes place, there is a need to improve our knowledge of the

interrelationships between the terrestrial and coastal water masses.
Riverine, estuarine, and coastal water movement and circulation should

be studied in a comprehensive \~ay, in the context of the hydrologic
cycle.

Underlining all research, especially in these times, is the need

to understand the nature of Alaskan ecosystems, to determine those
conditions under which the ecosystem is fragile and susceptible to
disruption under the stresses imposed by man. We need an evaluation
of the effects of man's activities on the ecosystem, his role in managing
the environment, to protect it and enhance it, or, at least, to minimize
stress. Here again, we should note the very real need to relate the

response of the coastal zone to the decisions that are made in managing
the land and the terrestrial water mass.

In view of the special problems of Alaska, it is essential that

there be developed a methodology for decision making that considers

the relative importance of dollars, people, esthetic values, wildlife,

and outside interests. There is a particular need to develop and
evaluate techniques for assessing intangible benefits associated with

esthetics, recreational use, and preservation of the unique water
resources of Alaska.

FINAL THOUGHTS IN RESEARCH:

I hope I have gi ven you a fai r summary of \~hat the speakers have
said about Alaska's water problems and the needs for research. Now,
I would like to add a few ideas of my own. To a certain extent I have
drawn on \~ha t I have hea rd today, but I wi 11 accept full res pons i bil ity

if what I offer is not in accord with the consensus as you see it.
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I believe the first priority for research should be in the

building of a solid data base, acquiring more meaningful data,

coordinating the data collection effort, disseminating data, and

communicating the data results to all concerned.

The second very real need is for increased efficiency of research.

This is especially true in view of budget limitations, intense

competition for available funds, and rising costs, all at a time, of

course, when research needs are the greatest.

The third need is to make research relevant, to make the results

available to the decision makers, to communicate with decision makers

to determine what results they need and to provide research that will

aid an agency in accomplishing its mission. At the same time we must

not neglect the more so-called "ivory-tower" research, that which

may produce the new ideas of the future. We need to support both

applied and basic research.

The fourth is the need to make research products ti me ly. There

will always be a need for basic research having as its ultimate

objective the solution of long term or chronic problems. Even here,

we can make results available in a timely fashion although they may be

considered preliminary and not entirely satisfactory to the researcher.

The fifth need, although I have already mentioned it, is the need

to make the research product available to those who will use it. This

is a problem of communication that we will have to strive to solve.

Finally, the sixth need is to improve our compatibility for

interdisciplinary research. No longer can we afford the luxury of

"solo" research. Our problems are of such complexity that we need

the benefit of many disciplines working as a team to solve them.
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As I warned at the outset, it is very diffi cult to present a
conci se sUnTnary of so many very fine talks. I hope I 11ave been
partially successful. Many of the problems that we have discussed
here today are now on their way to being solved by the mere fact of

our getting together and starting this first step in the communication

process. I have thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to come to Alaska

and to participate in this stimulating meeting.
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REPORT ON THE MEETING OF THE ADVISORY BOARO

Robert F. Carl son

Meeting on the second day of the seminar, October 28, the advisory

board reviewed the preceding seminar discussions, expanded their

knowledge of the operation of the Institute of Water Resources, and

offered suggestions for future research emphasi s. The advi sory board

met for the morning and for a short time after lunch.

The first part of the meeting was taken up by a discussion of the

previous day's activities, what the role of the advisory board might

be in the conduct of the institute's research, what form of organization

the advi sory board mi ght take, and other advi sory board matters. Much

of the discussion revolved around the make-up of the Institute of Water

Resources, its staff, its interests, and the possibilities for staff

expansion. The discussion was informal, wide-ranging, and diverse.

The newly-appointed board, meeting for the first time, found the exchange

and conrnunication valuable.

The morning meeting was chaired by Dr. Carlson with assistance from

Dr. R. Sage Murphy, and Gerald Orlob. The board was divided into groups

to discuss important water resource problems facing the state which

should, in their opinion, be researched and to outline what part the

institute should play in that research. As can be seen below, each

group did not follow the plan entirely; nevertheless, very fruitful
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di scussions were carried out. A reporter was assi gned to each group

to aid in directing discussion and to report its conclusions to the

entire advisory board at the end of the group sessions.

The make-up of the three sub-groups, each of which had the same

assignment, are as follows:

FEDERAL AGENCY GROUP: Hulsing, Deleonardis, and Audsley, with
Carlson acting as reporter.

STATE GROUP: Blum*, Crittenden, Nation, and Murphy*, with Fox
acting as reporter.

INDUSTRY GROUP: Hopkins, r~ason, Yonker, and Carstens*, with Orlob*
acting as reporter.

At the end of the morning session, the reporters reviewed the

topics discussed in their group and presented a summary. The outcome

of the three groups is briefly as follows:

FEDERAL GROUP

This group chose six topics as haVing a high priority with the

order of the priority approximately as listed.

1. Analysis of available data and information with assimilation
of this data in such form that it is easily available to users.

2. The creation of water management models useful for the
management task. These models should be based on available
data, both in and outside Alaska. They should not only be
water models, but models which consider the entire land-water
plant complex.

*Joe Blum, Deputy Comissioner for the State of Alaska's Department of Fish
and Game represented J. W. Brooks for the IWR Advisory Board Meeting;
Dr. R. Sage Murphy was present as an IWR staff member; Torkild Carstens,
guest speaker, sat in on the Industry Group Panel; and Dr. Gerald Orlob
was present as consultant to IWR.
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3. This group recommended that the institute move toward taking
over the management of the Cari bou-Poker Creek Research
Watershed. Their basic rationale for this was that under our
management, the project would obtain more support than it does
at the present ti me.

4. A study of the institutional aspects of water management
in Alaska, in light of the new federal and state laws and
agencies, and especially in light of a possible state
constitutional convention which would effect a vast rearrangement
of the present legal and agency set-up of water management.

5. A study of coastal zone hydrology and water processes. It is
felt that there has been little study gi ven to unique areas in
Alaska (the coastal zone) which have persistent problems but
have not attracted sufficient studies.

6. Studies leading toward more efficient glacier understanding
and management as it applies to water and sediment yield. This
was considered important to Alaska's future years, as more
glacier-fed streams are being used for a wide variety of water
supply and disposal projects. Attention should be given both
to water volume and to sediment concentration.

STATE GROUP

This group did not assign priorities but listed four topics which,
in their mind, warrant a study program.

1. A project for data collection, analysis, and information
dissemination of presently available data which would emphasize
the use of models of various kinds to extract the most
efficient use of the data, and the use of new data technology,
both for acquisition and analyzation of data.

2. The effects of projects (man's activities) on northern streams,
lakes, ponds, and reservoirs.

3. A study of the effect of urbanization of Alaskan cities on
the water resource. This would include Native villages and
would essentially be a comprehensive look at the overall
land-water-vegetation-people relationship, as it is felt in
the urban scene.

4. Effects of chlorination of waste effluents upon water bodies.
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I NDU STRY GROUP

The Industry Group did not li st by priority except in the case

of the first item, which they felt warranted immediate action.

1. There should be a program to improve corrmunication between
the various disciplines and research groups at the university.
They suggested the formation of a joi nt project revi ew counci 1
to review all proposals sent out from the university.

2. They recommended a bibliography of water resources which
would include Arctic and Subarctic research work. This would
be made available in a form that would be easily usable and
frequently updated.

3. There should be development of base-line data.

4. A study of the impact of roads and pipelines upon the water
resou rce.

5. A study of the entire life cycle and the environment of the
marine borer which presently chews up one-third of Alaska's
forest products.

6. A study of pul p-mi 11 sludge beds, how they affect northern
estuarine waters, and what to do about it.

7. It was the recommendation of this group that all institute
projects emphasize, or at least that the overall program
emphasize, the effects of people on the water resources and
the needs of people. This is primarily a plea for relevant
research.

The time allotted did nqt permit a comprehensive discussion of all

items by the reassembled advisory board. Each sub-group reporter

presented the results in surrmary form. In the concluding session, it

was suggested that each of the recommendations of the sub-groups could

best be coordinated and assembled by the institute staff, in relation

to the institute's capabilities and interests.

The board seemed to feel, without exception, that the seminar was

extremely worthwhile and timely and that it brought them up to date on

the thinking of water resource people in the state. They strongly

encouraged tile institute to sponsor similar events from time to time,

not necessarily in combination with advisory board meetings.
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They all expressed their enthusiasm for future activity on the
board and are looking forward to a long-term association with the
institute staff.
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DIRECTOR'S SUMMARY

Robert F. Carlson

The Research Needs Seminar and the Institute of Water Resources

Advisory Board meeting was designed to collect ideas on water resource

problems in the state and propose paths to solutions through research

effort. As can be seen by the previous pages, the seminar provided a

diverse expression of water resource problems over a wide variety of

fields, anyone of which would keep a sizeable research group busy for

some time. Since the excellent talks have been well summarized by Dr.

Or10b, little additional summary is needed here.

The advi sory board met on the second day of the seminar. The

board was asked to consider the problem statements of the previous

day and suggest areas of research emphasis. As stated, discussion took

place in three groups: a federal agency group, a state group and an

industry group. A list of their recommendations is given in the previous

section.

The advisory board had a Herculean task. An attempt to summarize

the state-of-the-art in the field at anyone time, to formulate a

problem statement, and to list priorities may be a fine goal, but it

is, in fact, nearly impossible to accomplish. Problems change, priorities

shift, and there is the ever-present problem of staffi ng and funding to

carry out meani ngfu1 research.
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With the seminar and the advisory board as background, I would like
to offer my own comments on the statements of other participants and a
few thoughts on the research process. The following is my summary of
the advi sory board priorities.

First, a regrouping of the advisory board recommendations into four
broad categories of activities:

A. INFORMATION DISSEMINATION (State-of-the-art reviews):

1. Analysis of available data was the number 1 priority
for both the federal group and the state group.

2. Improved communications, bibliography of water resources,
and a plea for relevant people-oriented research was chosen
by the industry group in priorities 1, 2, and 7.

B. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS (Man I s effect on the water resource):

1. Development of management models, that is, the expression
of land-water-plant relationships, was priority No.2
for the federal group.

2. The state group's No.2, 3, and 4 priorities were: Project
effects on streams, lakes, ponds, and reservoirs; urban
water management; and effects of chlorination.

3. Industry's No.4 and 6 choices were: impacts of roads and
pipelines, and effects of pulp-mill sludge beds.

C. rvATER RESOURCE MANAGEMEN1' (Study of man's use in all of its
aspects) :

1. The federal group listed as its No.4 priority,
i nstituti onal management, and the state group pl aced urban
water management at No.3. Under this category, then,
could be included: institutional arrangements; water and
waste treatments; use strategies; water use standards;
criteria for flood damage reduction; and other ways in
which man manages his resource for his use.
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D. BACKGROUND STUDIES (Study of natural things as they are):

1. Included under this category would be studies which attempt
to study the natural scene without necessarily having a
concrete problem in mind. Included in this category would
be federal group priorities 3, 5, and 6, which dealt with
the Caribou-Poker Creel< Watershed management, coastal zone
hydrology, and glacier management strategy. Also included
would be the industry group's No.3 and 5 priorities:
development of baseline data and control of marine borer.

An attempt to categorize general problem statements usually loses

a certain amount of detail. The cataloging effort is subjective.

Different agencies and people will come up with a number of different

categories depending upon their point of view and interests.

The advi sory board is a di verse group of people who were asked on

short notice to comment on pertinent problems in Alaska. It is not

surprising that they would come up with a fairly broad statement which,

when rearranged, would cover the whole of research endeavor. Nevertheless,

there were several messages in the advisory board's recommendations which

the institute's staff and other researchers would do well to follow.

They expressed the need for more informati on di ssemi nati on: state-of

the-art reviews, people to people contact, or, in popular terminology,

relevant research. A researcher could respond to this need in several

ways. The result might well be a concrete product, such as a state-of

the-art review. Much could be accomplished in terms of general rethinking

on the part of all research projects. The important thing, I think, is

for the investigator to keep in mind some relevant end to his research

other than promoting the career of the investigator.

The advisory board also seemed to suggest that we adjust many of

our studies to examine more subtle environmental effects (category B,

man I s effects on the water resources), other than the di rect water
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management research we have been doing. In particular, this has been

expressed in the need for management models by the federal group, a

study of urban water management by the state group, and the impact of

roads and pipelines and other construction and activity by the industry

group.

The main difficulty with asking people to list research priorities

is that the priorities do not always match up with the research staff's

capabilities, interests, and available funding. Nevertheless, the

adVisory board's expression of priorities will prove to be useful in

the years to come and will serve as a continual check-list when preparing

research plans, proposals, and results.

Although a categorical grouping of research needs (i .e., more

relevant research) wi 11 be useful to professional people, by its

generality, it is not readily understood by the public at large. On

the other hand, many of the recommendati ons are too detail ed or s pecifi c.

They call attention to the need for perhaps one project but do not serve

as a unified group for research efforts. As an alternative, I offer a

list of program priorities based on specific problem areas. The

problem areas are developed according to the criteria given.

This statement of program emphasis will serve several purposes.

Most importantly, it will tend to focus our efforts somewhat, that is,

to collect what now appear to be widely diverse research projects into

recognizable coordination. Secondly, people outside the research effort

will more easily understand the nature of the research being carried on.

Third, it will make requests for funding more convenient and understandable,

as even small projects can be easily shown to fit into an overall program.

Fourth, and probably most important, the program statement will greatly

enhance our attempts to explain what we are doing to the public at large.
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I am not suggesting that a full-fledged research effort be undertaken

in each of these problem areas; rather, some portion might be undertaken,

keeping in mind that identification of the users may be the first part of

any project. This list is not intended to be all inclusive, nor the

final answer to our needs in addressing ourselves to the problems in

Alaska. It will be improved upon, added to, changed, and redefined in

the years to come. Nevertheless, it will serve as a basis for judgment

and assessment.

The criteria for choosing these priorities are:

1. There has been an expressed public need. Most of these needs
are political. Nevertheless, they are real. They are an
expression of discontent or dismay over particular problems.

2. There has been a history of public expense or inconvenience.

3. The problems, in fact, do or will occur although not always at
the present ti me.

A list of research problem areas, not necessarily in order of

importance:

1. WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ASPECT OF FISHERIES MANAGEMENT

Currently this is a very complex and difficult political

issue in Alaska and certainly involves a wide range of research

activities, many of which are outside the area of the collective

expertise of the Institute of Water Resources. We might, however,

get involved in studying the contribution that water resource

aspects of man's endeavors make upon fisheries, especially salmon.

This would include hydrology, hydraulics, land management, water

quality management, waste disposal and water regulations.
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2 . RECREATIONAL LAKES

This subject is included more as a recognition of problems to

come, al though there has certai nl y been a great deal of pub1i c

expression of the problem in Alaska. This is one area where

much could be accomplished through public education and applied

research effort. Studies under this subject could include

hydrology, lake circulation, ecosystems modeling, cultural

eutrophication, and the effects of water-land management such

as shoreline zoning.

3. RE'SERVOIR MANAGEMENT

Reservoir management has a possibility of becoming an import

tant part of Al aska I s water resource management in the future.

While there have been extensive reservoir studies elsewhere, we
are in a position to perform a useful set of studies along the

lines of reservoir management in cold climates. These studies

could include the effects of reservoir quality such as trace

minerals, reservoir dynamics, downstream effects of the

reservoir, and the effects of the deposition of glacial silt.

4. FLOOD CONTROL

A difficult and complex issue, flood control is, without

a doubt, one of the most expensive water resource problems in

Alaska. The federal government is heavily involved in a number

of ways. There may be an opportunity on our part for public

education and constructi on of schemes for an unsophi sti cated

flood warning system to be managed by local government agencies.
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5. WA7'ElI RESOURCE MANAGEMEN7' IN COLD CLIMATES

This program, somewhat of a catch-all, would include studies

of the management of the water resources in Alaska by federal,

state, and local statutory law; administrative regulation; and

customary use. Water management in Alaska is particularly

complex and unique because of the large land area and relatively

young administrative structures. These studies are critical at

the present time because of rapid change in environmental law in

the past few years. Few people in Alaska clearly understand

who is in charge of what in terms of water management. Also,

in this category could be included a study of alternative

management systems at several localities in Alaska, including

water supplies and ways to control these supplies through

regul ation and pri ce changes. Thi s area of water management

in Alaska is virtually untouched except for engineering studies

of limited scope.

6. URBAN flATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

This category is also a sort of catch-all, including many

things. It recognizes the fact that when people congregate in

urban areas, they usually cause problems in special ways. These

include non-source pollution, water supply shortages, diversion

schemes, stream-lake-pond-marsh land use zoning, and a host of

other problems such as the effects of transportation schemes in

an urban area.

As I warned in the beginning, a list such as the above tends to be

subjective, depending upon the background and goals of the person making

the research priorities list. The main advantage of the above listing

is that it is prob1em-ori ented ; that is, anyone category focuses on a

given actual problem as experienced by a group of people in Alasl(a rather

than on individual disciplines. For example, the institute has developed

a fair capability in the disciplines of subarctic hydrology, limnology of
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arctic and subarctic waters, and water and wastewater treatment in

cold climates. Almost any discipline can be applied to the problem

groupings listed above.

It should also be pointed out that a list can only be a beginning.

New opportunities for research will present themsel ves. Research is

always tempered by staff capabilities, interests, and funding availability.

This is especially true in a state such as Alaska where opportunities

change at a rapid pace. Nevertheless, as mentioned, the list will serve

as a focus for research efforts in the next few years and wi 11 pl ay a

large part in our research endeavor.

As stated so well by Gerald Orlob, a fine beginning has been made.

Through the vehicle of the seminar, a group of people interested in water

resources was brought together and attempted to assess their collective

thoughts.

Alaska is a very large, very perplexing, and extremely undeveloped

state. It is involved in a large number of problems other than those

related to water resources. Even within the water resource effort, the

staff of the Institute of Water Resources will accomplish only a small

part of the research endeavor. We are extremely indebted to the people

who have contributed to the seminar. Especially gratifying was the

outward expression of cooperation on the part of all concerned.
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APPENDIX A

PLATES 10, 18, 19, 27, and 45

from

"ENVIRONMENTAL ATLAS OF ALASKA"

by

P. R. Johnson

and

C. W. Hartman

These reports are repl~duced for this report

thI'OlI(/h the courtesy of the coJ.thors and by permission

of the UnDversity of Alaska, Fairbanks, Alaska.
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PLATE 10

PERMAFROST

IN AlASI<A

Generally underlain by
continuous permafrost.

Underlain by discontinuous
permafrost.

Underlain by isolated
masses of permafrost.

Genera lly free from
permafrost.
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PLATE 18

WINTER SEA TEMPERATURES

OFF ALASKA, of

SOURCE: U.S.W.B. and U.S. NAVY H.O.
(1958, 1961)
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generally from low-lying coa~tal and river
It ;s probably not valid for ~;gher elevations.
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Note: Data is/generally from low-lying cOilst~l and river
valley areas. It is probably not valid for higher elevations.

FREE ZI NG IN DEX,

ALASKA

PLAT!': 45
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Freezi ng index ; 5 the number of
degree days below freezing for
one yeal".
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APPENDIX B

RANDOM LISTING OF MISCELLANEOUS EVIDENCE
USED IN DETERMINING WATER QUALITY

APPROXIMATIONS OF THE MAGNITU~E OF TEMPERATURE
INFLUENCE ON CERTAIN PHYSICAL AND

BIOCHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF WATER
AND WATER USE AS THEY MIGHT BE

CORRELATED WITH JANUARY r~EAN TEMPERATURES
FOR SELECT U.S. CITIES

AND

PREVUE DATA CODE
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il.PPENDI X B

TABLE 1. RAN Dm'l LISTInG OF :·lISCELLANEOUS EVIDENCE USED IN DETERilIilIrlG ,lATER QUALITY

'".I>-,,,

Physical

ColoI'
Odot
Taste
Genetal appeatance
Tutbi dity
Tempetatute
Radi oacti vity
Specific conductance
Floating matetials
Settleable solids

Chemi ca1

pH
Alkalinity
Hardness
Total solids
Catbonates of sodium

and potassium
Caustic alkalinity
Ch 1ori des
Fl uori des
I ron
!·1an ganese
t1agnes i um
Sulfates
Zinc
Lead
t··le rcury
Ammonia
Albuminoid ammonia
Nittite
Nitrates
Chlori ne

Dissolved oxygen
BDD
Organics
Sulfi des
Si 1i cates
Phosphates
Si 1ve r
Sodi um
Phenols
Ba ri um
Boron
Arsenic
Ca tbon di oxi de
Chromi um
Colloids
Coppe r
Iodides
f1ethane
Selenium
Toxi c materi al

Biological

Bacteria (total count)
Coli forms
Ente ri c co1i fo tms
S. fecalis
Protozoa
Crustacea
Fish
Iron and sul fur bacteri a
Di atoms
Chlorophyceae
Cyanophyceae
Schi zomycetes
Fungi
Roti fer
Nematodes
Spermatophyta
Thallophyta
Sphaeroti 1us
Vertebrates
l~olusks

Arthropods
Herminthes
t1etazoa
Vi rus



APPENDIX B

TABLE 2. APPROXJrolATIONS OF THE HAGrnTUDE OF W·1PERATURE INFLUENCE ON CERTAIN PHYSICAL AND BIOCHEmCAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF WATER AND WATER USE AS THEY MIGHT BE CORRELATED WITH JANUARY rlEAN TEMPERATURES FOR

SELECTEO U.S. CITIES. (Expected duration of cold stress is also shown as a heating load factor to fur
ther emphasize the cumulative effects of cold stress.)

t-leasure of Temperature
Durati on

Heatingt
January Load FO Percentage

t·lean City Degree of Normal*
Temp. (Fa) Days Heati ng Load

f--
-'" 68 Mi ami, FL 200 3w

54 Houston, TX 1,300 22
33 St. Loui s, MO 4,600 77
25 Al bany, NY 6,600 110
18 Farmington, t~E 9,600 160
5 Bemi dj i, '~N 10,400 173

28 Juneau, AK 8,000 133
13 Anchorage, AK 10,300 172
0 Holy Cross, AK 13,400 224

-12 Fai rbanks, AK 14,200 236
-22 Fort Yukon, AK 15,000 250
-17 Barrow, AK 20,000 332

Magnitude of Variation in Parameter

Percentage Sedi ment Percentage
Percentage of Normal*** Carryi ng of Normal *
of Normal * Di ssol ved Capacitytt Soil Nitrogen

Vi scos ity Oxygen (ppm) (% of Normal) Content

78 80 57 42
92 94 95 80

130 127 140 220
139 129 160 250
139** 129** 160** 250**
139** 129** 160** 250**
139** 129** 160** 250**
139** 129** 160** 250**
139** 129** 160** 250**
139** 129** 160** 250**
139** 129** 160** 250**
139** 129** 160** 250**

*
**
t
tt

Normal conditions are assumed to be at 50°F and a 6,000 degree-day Heating Load.
It is assumed that no further change occurs below the freezing point for water.
Sediment carrying capacity is assumed as 0.07% by weight at 50 aF.
Heating load is used to generally define duration of temperature stress.



APPENDIX B

Prevue Data Code
(Examples of Naterial to be Used in Water Resource Assessment)

Oesc ri pt ion
Waste Water Quality (Continued)
Rural domestic gross BOO
Rural domestic gross nitrogen
Rural domestic gross phosphorous
Rural domestic gross TDS
Rural domestic gross suspended

solids

Units

mn. tons/yr.
mn. tons/yr.
mn. tons/yr.
mn. tons/yr.
mn. tons/yrs.
mn. tons/yr.

btu
tons applied
tons applied
tons applied
tons applied
tons applied

tons
btu
% (of gross)

tons
tons

% (of gross)

Ibs/cap/day
Ibs/cap/day
Ibs/cap/day
Ibs/cap/day

Ibs/cap/day

tons
tons
tons
tons

BOD
nitrogen
phosphorous
TDS
sus pended

gross
gross
gross
gross
gross

Nanufacturing use
Nan ufactu ri ng use
Nanufacturing use
Nanufacturing use
Nan ufacturi ng use

solids
Nanufacturing use gross thermal
Nanufacturing use pollutant discharge
Mineral use gross TDS
Nineral use gross suspended solids

Mineral use pollutant discharge
Thermal - electric power - thermal

di scharge

Agri culture use - phosphate
Agriculture use - potassium
Agriculture use - nitrogen
Agriculture use - herbicides
Agri culture use - pesti ci des
Sediment Delivered to Streams
Rural non-federal land, total
Cropl and
Row crops
Close grown
Pasture, hayland, idle land
Pasture and ran ge

25
26

30
31

32

40

50
51
52
53
54

20
21
22
23
24

10
11
12
13
14

10
11
12
13
14
15

Sub
Code

30

Nain
Code

144



APPENDIX B

Prevue Data Code (Examples of Material to be Used in Water Resource
Assessment), Continued:

Main
Code

11

Sub
Code

16
17

20

30

40

60

33

34

41
42
43
44

51

52

53
54
55
56

01

02

03

04

05

06

Description

Forest land
Other 1and
Federal

Urban

Streambanks

Forest, total

Manufacturing large plant dis
charge, other 1975

~1anufacturing small pl ant dis-
charges, public sewers

~1ineral use gross withdrawal
Mineral use gross \~ithdrawal

Mineral use consumption
Mineral use recycle ratio

Electric power gross I·tithdrawal -
average annual total

Electric power consumpti ve use -
average annual total

Electric power gross withdrawal
Electric power consumptive use
Electric power recycle ratio
Electric power production

Withdrawal Uses (Continued)
Agriculture use - irrigation -

gross use
Agri cul ture use - i rri gati on 

monthly distribution of gross use
Agriculture use - irrigation 

gross use
Agriculture use - irrigation 

con sumpt i ve use
Agriculture use - irrigation

recyc 1e rati 0

Agriculture use - irrigation 
Conveyance losses

145

Units

mn. tons/yr.
mn. tons/yr.

mn. tons/yr.

mn. tons/yr.

mn. tons/yr.

mn. tons/yr.

mgd

mgd

IIlg/yr.
mgd

rati 0

mgd

mgd
mgd/ gl'l
IIlgd/gw
ratio
gl'l

ac. ft./yr.

X, I 5

ac. n./acre

ratio



APPENDI X B

Prevue Data Code (Example of Material to be Used in Water Resource
Assessment), Continued:

Main
Code

Sub
Code

07

08

11-18

21-28

31-38

41-48

61

Descri ption

Agriculture use - irrigation 
on-farm losses

Agriculture use - irrigation 
return flow

Agriculture use - irrigation 
row crops

Agriculture use - irrigation 
close grown

Agriculture use - irrigation-
fruits and vegetables "

Agriculture use - irrigation 
hay and pasture

Agriculture use - livestock 
gross withdrawal

146

Un"j ts

%

%

(specification
as above)

(specifi cati on
as above)

(speci fi cati on
as above)

(speci fi cati on
as above)

bg/yr.
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APPENDIX C

SEMINAR REGISTRANTS

Amos J. Alter, Envi ronmental Research Engineer
State of Alaska, Department of Envi ronmental Conservation
At'ctic Envi ronmental Research Laboratory
Uni versity of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

Glenn L. Audsley, Regional Hydrologist
U.S. Department of Commerce
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National 11eather Service
632 6th Avenue
Anchorage, Al aska 99501

Ms. Debbie Barr, Environmental Control Officer
Greater Anchorage Area Borough
Department of Environmental Quality
3330 C Street
IInchorage, Al aska 99501

,J. Bergstrand
State of Alaska, Department of Fish and Game
Habitat Section
333 Raspberry Road
IInchorage, Alaska 99501

Vernon K. Berwick
Box 85
Juneau, Al aska 99801

Joe Bl um, Deputy Commi ss i one I'
State of IIlaska, Department of Fish and Game
Subport Building
June au, Al aska 99801

C. Ivan Branton
University of Alaska
Institute of IIgricultural Science
Box I\E
Palmer, Alaska 99645

Barry Bl"ogan
Brogan Ente rpri ses
1202 :1 Street
Ancho rage, Alaska 99501
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Robert F. Bursiel, Water Planning Engineer
State of Alaska, Division of Lands
Water Resources Section
323 East 4th Avenue
Anchorage, Al aska 99501

Thomas R. Cantine, Assistant Administrator and
Chief of Project Development
U.S. Department of the Interior, Alaska Power Administration
P.O. Box 50
Juneau, Alaska 99801

Dr. Robert F. Carlson, Director
Institute of Water Resources
University of Alaska
Fai rbanks, Al ask a 99701

Dr. Torki 1d Carstens
Frydenber9veien 20A
7000 Trondheim
Norway

Lawrence A. Casper, Research Chemi st
Institute of 'later Resources
Un'i ve rs ity of Al aska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

Lynn Coad, San itari an II
Greater Anchorage Area Borough
Department of Environmental Quality
3330 C Street
Anchorage, Al aska 99501

l'ls. Kit Cri ttenden
1575 I'Street
Anchorage, Al aska 99501

Al'thur Crook

Robert J. Cross
U.S. Department of the Interior, Alaska Power Administration
P.O. Box 50
Juneau, Alaska 99801

Sal vatore De Leonardi s
Bureau of Land Management
U.S. Department of the Interior
555 Cordova Street
Anchorage, 1\1 aska 99501
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Dr. O. E. Dickason, Director
Environmental Protection Agency, Alaska Operations
605 4th Avenue
Anchorage, Al aska 99501

Ms. Susan Dickerson, District Sanitarian
Greater Anchorage Area Borough
Department of Environmental Quality
3330 C Street
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Greg Fi sh
Sea Grant Program
Uni versity of Al aska
142 East Third Avenue
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Il'ving K. Fox
Westwater Research Centre
University of British Columbia
Vancouver 8, British Columbia
Can ada

T. G. Freeman

Bobby L. Gaddi s
Institute of Water Resources
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

Dr. Gary L. Guymon, Associate Professor of
Water Resources and Civil Engineering
Institute of Water Resources
University of Alaska
Fai rbanks, Al ask a 99701

Austin E. Helmers
Institute of Northern Forestry
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

l~i 11 i am W. Hopk ins, Manager
Alaska Oil and Gas Association
550 First National Building
Anchorage, Al aska 99501

Harry Hulsinq, District Chief
U.S. Department of the Interior, Geological Survey
Water Resources Division
218 E Street, Skyline Building
Anchorage, Al ask a 99501
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Dougl as L. Kane, Research Hydrol ogi st
Institute of Water Resources
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

Ms. Jacqueline D. La Perriere, Research Biologist
Institute of Water Resources
University of Alaska
Fai rbanks, Al asl(a 99701

Richard W. Latimer, Director
Arctic Environmental Research Laboratory
Environmental Protection Agency
Uni versity of Al ask a
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

John Lee, Envi ronmental Services rqanager
Greater Anchorage Area Borough
Department of Environmental Quality
3330 C Street
Anchorage, Al aska 99501

rqan ager
Ci ty of Anchorage Water Util ity
3000 Arctic Boulevard
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

O. A. Mason, Technical Director
Alaska Lumber and Pulp Company, Inc.
P.O. Box 1050
Sitka, Alaska 99835

Robert L. McCollom, Managing Principal in Charge
Oames & Moo re
2810 C Street
Anchorage, Al aska 99501

Don A. ~10rris, Associate District Chief
U.S. Department of the Interior, Geological Survey
Water Resources Division
218 E Street, Skyline Building
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Dr'. R. Sage Murphy, Associ ate
Dames &Moore, Hydro-North Division
Box 80725
Fai rbanks, Al aska 99701

Ms. Ann Murray, Assistant Professor of
Environmental Health Engineering
Ins ti tute of vJate r Resources
Uni versi ty of Al aska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701
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Dean J. Nation, Chief
State of Alaska, Division of Lands
Water Resources Section
323 East 4th Avenue
Ancho rage, Al ask a 99501

Or. Richard A. Neve
Institute of Marine Sciences
Uni ve I'S ity of Alaska
Box 1382
Seward, Alaska 99664

Frank Nyman
Tryck, Nyman and Hayes
740 I Street
Anchorage, AI aska 99501

Dr. Gerald Orlob, President
Water Resources Engineers, Inc.
1900 Olympic Blvd.
Walnut Creek, California 94596

Bob Paulas
State of Alaska, Department of Fish and Game
333 Ras pberry Road
Anchoraue. Al ask a 99501

r~s, II. Mauree Rost
P.O. Box 81209
College, Alaska 99701

Tim Rumfelt, Sanitari an
Greater' Anchorage Area Borough
Depay·tment of Environmental Quality
3330 C Street
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Irene E. Ryan, Commissioner
State of Alaska, Department of Economic Development
Pouch EE
,Juneau, Alaska 99801

Dr. William L. Ryan, Chief of Sanitation Facilities
Alaska I\rea Native Health Service, Construction Branch
Box 7-741
Anchorage, Alaska 99510
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Dr. R.A.M. Schmidt, Professor of Geology
Anchorage Community Co 11 e ge
1040 C Street
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Peter Scoup
Institute of Agricultural Sciences
University of Alaska
Box AE
Palmer, Alaska 99645

Lidia Selkregg, Associate in Regional Planning
Sea Grant Program
University of Alaska
142 East Thi I'd Avenue
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Charles Shaver, Superintendent of Public Works
City of Palmer
Box 739
Palmer, Alaska 99645

Brian R.T. Smith, Superintending Engineer
BP Alaska, Inc.
P.O. Box 4-1379
Anchorage, Alaska 99509

Dr. Daniel W. Smith, Assistant Professor of
Environmental Health Engineering
Institute of Water Resources
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

Theodore G. Smith, Director
State of Alaska, Department of Natural Resources
Divi sion of Parks
323 East 4th Avenue
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Frank Stefanich
State of Alaska, Department of Fish and Game
Hab itat Sect ion
333 Raspberry Road
Anchorage, Al aska 99501

Rol I' Strickland, Chief Sanitarian
Greater Anchorage Area Borough
Department of Envi ronmental Qual ity
3330 C Street
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
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Dr. Timothy Ti1sworth, Assistant Professor and Head
Program of Environmental Health Engineering
Institute of Water Resources
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

George L. Van Wyhe, Regional Supervisor
State of Alaska, Department of Fish and Game
Sport Fish Division
1300 Co11 ege Road
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

Robert Ward, Administrator
U.S. Department of the Interior, Alaska Power Administration
P.O. Box 50
Juneau, Alaska 99801

Donal dE. Wil bur
Alaska District, Corps of Engineers
Box 7002
Anchorage, Alaska 99510

W. V. Yonker, Director
National Canners Association
1600 Jackson Street
Seattle, Washington 98104

DOll Young
Box 119
Fort Yukon, Alaska 99740
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